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nO�Qا�� vK� rOKFوا�� WO�dا�� �uزارة W�eOK$ùا WGKا� �dAوع  أ�dف
: s� q� �d�Sاف WFا�d*وا

bOL(ا `�U� s� .dJا� b�� / ا�u��bر
w�O�Fزي ا�U� s� v�O� ا_��Uذ /

d�UFا� tKّا� b�� s� e�eFا� b�� / ا_��Uذ
qO�bا� �uLد s� bL�� / ا_��Uذ

: ا*rOKF�� Z�UM ا��UMت WF�U�� و�bة sو�
w��b(ا `�U� XM� / �UFد ا_��Uذة

وأو�UOء وا*ULKFت 5LKF*وا وا*U�dAت 5�dA*ا lOL� s� ا*dAوع q�Qو�
vإ� UN�F�� �U�d�Iت أو �U�uتK� s� rN�b� U0 هbو�eو� rN�UOzd� إ�bاء ا_�uر

: w�Uا�� ا�uMFان vK� rOKFوا�� WO�dا�� �uزارة W�eOK$ùا WGKا� �dAوع
2532 WK�u% 2545 أو WK�u% ?? 4046666 : nا�u�

4081297 : f�U� أو
11681 ا�U�dض  84987 : rر� b�d� �bMوق

،،، o�u*ا tKّوا� rNو�UF� lOL�K� s�d�U�
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                                 There are many different ways of teaching
                                     English. Some courses are taught through 
grammar; others through topics, a third kind  is taught through 
language func tions. In courses which are based on topics or 
func tions, grammar is used as required.

In this course students use English to communicate from day one. 
The course is based upon language functions in which gram mar is 
carefully controlled. Students see sentenc es in diagrams and tables 
where they are introduced to parts of speech.

Unlike other courses, this course provides enough time to 
students to master and acquire lexicon and structures taught.

The skills of listening, speak ing, reading and writing are 
developed gradually. Don’t expect your students to acquire these 
skills from the first time. Moreover, revision and recycling are
integrated into the course to facilitate learn ing.

There are twenty units. Each unit is divided into four forty-
five- minute lessons. Four weeks of the course are set aside for
revision.

 Teachers :
a message to

the teacher



.h�� �uOKن ٤٠٠ wا�u( ا_م[ WGK̂ا� W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂ا� b̂F�ُ
w?ا�u( W?��Uا�� أو WO�Uا�� WGK̂ا� UN]أ� vإ� ا��d?�bIات iُF� dOAو�

UNا�b�وا�� . r�UFا� أ��Uء nK��� w� dأ�� أو h�� �uOKن ٦٦٠
w� wو� . W?GK̂ا� pK�� U�uM�U� ث ]b��� w?ا_رض ا�� �UIع s� أي< w� مö�ùا dA� vK� ا�bIرة wMF�
q =�R� UN� واU*ùم . W�ö*وا وا�dODان W]ر�U�ا�� وا_�ULل وا�uKFم W]O�U�uK�bا� WG� sا�dا� X�uا�
WHO�B� W]�eOK$ùا n�Bا� �dاءة s� s =J1 UL� ا�U]OKJت أو ا'UF�Uت w�  W� =bI�*ا �bKرا�Uت
W?Dا�uو� ،W]د�uF�ا� W]O�dFا�  WJKL*ا s� �bBر wا�� Xز�U� و�uFدي ،wKد� ر�Uض �uOز، ا�dFب

. UN� WI�UMا� Uت ]D;ا t��� U� sJ1 ا��UIط W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂ا�

: ا��UNO�uت �bIم �cه Wً�Uاءًة و��dو� U�ً�b� W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂ن ا�UI�ùو
. ا�bرس أ�UMء w� rJOK� vIK�ُ U* واUB�ùت dL��*ا kÎOوا�� rzاbا� ١? اU���ôه

. UN��U�� vK� وا��b̂رب U�UMF� rNو� ا'b�bة ا�ULKJت ا��UNEر ?٢
ا*U�uKFت XO���� ا�bرا�w= ؛ nBا� w� U ًOّ�UL� أو U �d� tLK̂Fدّ�ً - U� bد�d� vK� ا)dص ?٣

. ا_ذ�Uن w� ا'b�bة
. =nBا� w� W]O�dFا� WGK̂�U� Y�b(ا �bMر أن b�ô إذ ؛ qL واْ'ُ ا�U�Fرات rN� ?٤

واùدراك . rNHا� vK� 5F�ُ U0 W�b�ا*�� W]�uGK̂ا� W�d�_وا وا��U�UDت qzU�uا� s� اUH��ôدة ?٥
.U ًOّ�u� ا�UAMط ��Uب w� ا*u�uدة ا��bر��Uت =q� vK� ا)dص ?٦

ULًK� ، UN�O���� qOH� p�c� W1bIا� �U�uKF*Uت ا'b�bة ا*U�uKFت jر� vK� ULًzدا fHMا� b�uF� ?٧
. wا�cا� ا*�uNد �cل vK� bL�F� rK̂F�Kِ� WKOو� qCأ� �Qن[

vإ� اUL��ôع w� W��b(ت اUOMIر ا��ULوا��� ، ا�u�UIس ا�uGK̂ي وا���bام ا�dIاءة s� اU��ùر ? ٨
. `O�Bا� oDMا� �U�Fدان ا_ذ�5 qF�� U0 WF�UMا� Zا�dوا�� ا*bOHة ا;Uد�Uت

. p�c� WOا�bا� nا�u*ا w� W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂�U� ا���b̂ث ?٩
واU�ùرة. WF�ُ*ْا rJ�َ o =I�� U0 W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂ا� rK̂F� w� WO�Uا�� اùر�Uدات s� دةUH��ôا ?١٠

vإ� Wٌ�Uر�

ا��cOLK/ة



W? ]�U?� إر�?Uدات

 UNLK̂F� ]- w?ا�� W]�uGK̂ا� �bا�Uت��ôر اULا���
ا_�UGز iF� q� و ا_�UFب، iF� Wر�U2 w�

.W]OLOKFا��

٢
ا�uBر  vK� eO�dوا�� ؛ ا*r=KF/ة vإ� اU���ôه
ا*UIBKت أو   wر�b*ا ا�U�Jب  w� ا*u�uدة
وا)dص ، UN�A�UM� *UN�F�UD أو ا*WMOF؛ W]O�O{uا��
X�uا� w� W]O�uBا� WE�U(ا vإ� اUL��ôع  vK�

. tذا�

١

ا�UAMط  ��Uب w� W�U�Jا� vK� ا*dان s� اU��ùر
qو� ، WK��_ا s� W�U�ùوا ، a?�M�U� Wا�dJا� wو�
أو درس q� bF� وا�d?IHات qL?'ا W�Uو�� ا_�UGز،
r� qBHا� w�  p�c� ا��bء   r�� و�Uدة  در�5.

ا*e?Mل. w� qLJ���

ا)dص �ö� s�tLK̂F� ]-U�XO���vKلدرس ٣
�UIMط UBًO�K� s =LC�*ا و�bة q� wK� ا�cي WFا�d*ا
WI�d� vK� وا��b̂رِب ، ا�b�uة w� W�Ozdا� bا�uIا�
ا��bر��Uت إ�dاء  vإ� Wً�U{إ ا�ULKJت  oDو� �dاءة

. ا�b�uة w� t�ر�b� ]- U� =qJُ� W ]�UFا�

٤

 W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂�U� =wذا�ùا =Yا�� vإ� اUL��ôع
و�b�UAة W]د�uF�ا� W]O�dFا�  WJKL*ا �uMات vK�
�bIر WO�Uا�� ا�UMIة Wد�uF�ا� WO�dFا� WJKL*ا �u�eHKن

. اUJ�ùن

٦

 Wو�U;U� W]�eOK$ùU� ا�dIاءة vK� ا*bIرة d�uD�
t� V�J�ُ ا�cي اeOK$ùي =hMا� �d� wاءة ا*��dLة

واU�ö�ùت. W]د�Uر�ùا ا�U�uKت s� dO��

٧

و�bة  �öل s� tLK̂F� ]-U� XO��� إ�Uدة  
. أر�l و�bات q� VIF� w?ا�� WFا�d*ا

٥



��dى، W]OLأ� dBFا� �cا w� UL]O�ôو W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂�
ا*?U?Fرف s?� dO�Jا� ا���Uب �c?OLK�K/ة s?J1 UN�Dا�u��

.t ]Kا� vإ� �Uل ا�u�bة� w� Wً ]�U� ، ا)UOة w� bOH� U� UNM� cوأ� ، وا�uKFم

W]OLOIا� ا*�J��Uت bO�Qو� ، WO�dوا�� rOKFا�� =w?�OKL� إ$Uح w� ا_�dة t� �uIم U� W]OL�_ U]M� U�ًوإدرا
: w�U��U� ا�UOIم ا_�dة رب= s� q�Q� tOK� ... WO�U��ùا واU�U&ôت

. W�dF*وا rKFا� VK� vK� Ŷ(وا ، ا�bرس ��wIK[ ا��cOLK/ة V�UM*ا u'ا W�ON� ?١
. W]�eOK$ùا WGKا� rK̂F� W]OL�Q� w�uا� WOLM� ?٢

وأ�UN?�DA؛ UN�Uر��bو� UN�U�uKFو� UNا�bأ� w� dEMوا� رة ]dI*ا W]Oرا�bا� V�Jا� vK� öع =�ôا ?٣
. W]OLOKF� �öJAت s� ة/cOLKا�� tا�u�ُ b� U� qO�c��

vKو� r ]EM*ر اU�c��ôا vK� ا��cOLK/ة lO�Aو� ، W]O�e?M*ا ا��UHOKJت �bول vK� öع =�ôا ?٤
. ا�uا��Uت =q�

U� W'UFو� �cOLK�K/ة، =wKOB�ا�� ا*��uى W�d?F* وا*?UE�öت، ا*r=KF/ة �U��uBت W?F�U?�� ?٥
.t�U�Hا�� q�� ٍرuB� s� �uJن

vإ� W�Uر�

d�_ا wو�



- �Uدي rKو� tOK� tKا� vK� - t ]Kا� b�� s� bL�� vK� وا��öم وا�öBة و�bه... tِ ]K� bL(ا
.W]�dا�� dOو� W�dAا��

cO�öا�� UM�UMو� UMzUMأ� s� W��UMK� t�bI� j =�u�*ا ل ا_و[ =nBK� W]�eOK$ùا WGKب ا�U�� �cا ...bFو�
،t� W�u{u*ا %tIOI ا_�bاف را�5 nBا� �cا و�ULKFت wLKF� s� UM�öOوز� UMzöوز� وا��cOLKات
]- ا�U�Jب �cا وb�ùاد .UNHO�uو� U�e�eFة و�d�)ا oOLF� إ�Uر w� W]O�dF*وا W]�uGKا� ا)U�Uت t�O�Kو�
WIOIAا� W]O�dFا� ا�bول iFو� ،W]O�dFا� ZOK)دول ا w� رسb� wا�� W]�eOK$ùا WGKا� V�� vK� اô�öع
UN� 5I�UMا� dOG� W]�eOK$ùا WGKا� fر�b� w� WB =B�ا*� W]O�M�_ا ا�bول V�� s� dO�Jوا� ا_�dى،

ا�U�Jب. q�bF� UNKL� w?ا�� ا�UIMط _�dز `O{u� wK� ULOو� .UNM� واUH��ôدة UN� اU�d��ôد و-[

�rOEM ا�U�Jب - ôً أو[
 w�Uوا�� ل ا_و[ =wرا�bا� qBHK�  ULNM� ل ا_و[ h =B�ُ ، sأ�e� vإ� ر ]dI*ا ا�U�Jب rO�I� ?١ 

. w�Uا�� wرا�bا� qBHK�
t�UOو�R�و� >q� �UNم= vإ� dOA� d�_ا wوو� وا*rKF/ة ا��cOLK/ة s� >qJُ� W]�u�d� qَzUر� tO�u� ?٢

. ا*Uدة أ�bاف oOI% �UOل
XKL� . WFا�dLK� و�U�bن UNM� XB =B�ُ و�bات dA� ر ]dI*ا �s ا�U�Jب �e� =qء 5LC� ?٣
إ�v ا���bام l�bو� ا��cOLK/ة eHِ% دة =bF�� WًDAأ� ا��uت W� =uM�� دروس WFأر� UNM� ةbَو� q�
اUL�ùل( ا�dIاءة، ،W�U�Jار، ا�dJا�� ا��ULع، ( tO� VKD�ُ cOLK�K� tٍ/ة ]�u� �UDب� ��bوءة WGKا�

.W]O�UL'وا W]OzUMا�� WDA�_ا vإ� Wً�U{إ

: wK� ULO� ا�U�Jب �cا أ�bاف h ]�Kو��
وا��UFOب UNLN� l� W]�eOK$ùا WGK�U� ا*bOHة qL'وا ا�U�Fرات iF� ا��cOLK/ة bد�d� ❊

.UN�uLC�

W?� =bI*ا



.W]�eOK$ùا WGK�U� مUوا_ر� ،VO�dا�� WDO�� qL'ُا W�Uو�� ا��cOLK/ة �dاءة ❊
.WLOK� WٍI�dD� rO�dا�� وا���bام �U�öت ا�ULKJت iF� W��N� ❊

.UN� W ]�U)ا �ULKJ�Uت وا��dO�Fات WLzU� s�uJ� ❊
.W�O�Bا� UN�Uا�b�وا�� W]�eOK$ùا WGK̂ا� bا�u� iF� vإ� ا��d̂Fف ❊

U0 ا�UOIم s� - v�UF� - t ]Kا� �Sذن وا��cOLKات cO�öا�� s� yq� s ]JL�O� ل ا_و[ و�W�UNM ا�U�Jب
. W]�eOK$ùا WGK�U� wK�

. fHMا� .bIو� ا�UMس W]O% ❊
وا_�U�bء . q�_ا s� ا*UFرف .bI� ❊

وا_�Uرب . WKzUFا� s� ا���b̂ث ❊
. Wر�b*ا s� ا���b̂ث ❊

ا*U�uKFت . وإ�UDء ... s� ا��Rال ❊
. U� hٍ�A� nٍو� ❊ إ�UDء

. n�UNا� vK� hٍ�� VK� ❊
. U� �w� dFٍء s� اُلR�ا� ❊

و�UJن Wا�bBوا� ، Wر�b*وا ، WKzUFوا� ، fHMا� s� WDO�ا�� qL'ا W�U�� s� p�c� و�uMJL�Oن
.W�U�ùا

وا���bام .tM� �tLK̂F واUH��ôدة vق إ�uAو� &cب اU���ôه �uBر ور�uم ر ]dI*ا �rO�b ا�U�Jب ?٤
W]�uGKا� VOا�dوا��، )WordBank( ا'b�bة إ�v ا*dHدات اU���ôه XH� w� UL]O� ôو ا_�uان

.WHK��ا* WDA�_وا )grammar(
vإ� dEM�U� tO� UN�O�d� ]r?� ا'b�bة W�uGKدات ا�dH*ا �uي� �uGي< rٍ�F0 ر ]dI*ا �eو�b ا�U�Jب ?٥

. UN� Y�Uا�� n�dBوا�� WLKJا� s� ل ا_و[ ا)dف
ا*UE�öت  sو�b� s� ا*r=KF/ة 5JL�� ؛ �eٍء =q�ُ dَآ� ر  ]dI*ا ا�U�Jب   .uI� W�Uا��� إ�dاد ?٦



. t ]Kا� �Sذن dL��*وا ا�UNدف d�uDوا�� q�bF�K� تU]Ozd*وا
. ر ]dI*ا ا�U�Jب lا�dو� �UB� d�cدر ... ŵLKFا� oO�uا�� ?٧

tا�d�� rOEMو� ZNM*ء اUM� - UOً�U�

w =DG�ُ YO�� َو�bة =q� w� ا*UNرات Zس د�Uأ� vK� ) Say it in English ( ر ]dI� q�bF� ]-
وا���b̂ث، واUL��ôع، وا�dIاءة، وا�ULKJت، ،)LanguageFunctions( WGKا� nzU�وو ،bا�uIا�
؛ �UNراٍت s� o�� U� vK� e =�d� WDAأ� vK� ا�bروس �u��Uت وا��bر��Uت. وا�U]O�uBت، ،oDMوا�

. )Communicative Purpose( V�U�وا�� qا�u�K� WGKا� ا���bام s� ضdGا� ي ��Rد=

: �U?Nرة =q�ُ w� W�b�ا*�� ا�dDاoz وا*�Uدئ WA�UM� wK� ULOو�

UN�Uا�b�وا�� WGKا� nzU�س وUأ� vK� t�I�d� w� ا*dIر  bL�F� : WGK̂ا�  nzU�وو bا�uIا� ?١
ا_��Uص nوو� `O�Bا� X�uا� b�b%و W]O�ا�� إ�UIء : q�� WHK��ا* nا�u*وا W]O�uOا� ا)UOة w�
hO�K� l� .تUر��bروس وا��bا� �ö� sل W]O��b� WI�dDر� �Uءت bIK� WGKا� bا�u� U أ�[ وا_�UOء.

�bول. qJ� vK� َو�bة q� W�UN� w� UN�

U0 WGKا� rK̂F� w� وا*��Uzbت 5zb��LK� UN�O =Lأ� أ�Uس vK� ا��UOر ا�ULKJت ]r?� ا*dHدات : ?٢
ا*��Uرة lDIا� W�cG�� W]O�uOا� ا*uا�n ا*��w� WHK ا)UOة s� b�bFا� w� qا�uوا�� V�U�ا�� s� s =J1
ا���Uب s� ا��cOLK/ة 5JL�� vF�� WDAأ� vK� ا�U�Jب وا��uى .UN� وا�dIاءة Wد�U;وا �UL��öع

.VOا�dوا�� ا*dHدات

tOK� �uJن l أن ]�u��ُ U]2 öًOK� vKأ� - �Uم< qٍJA� - ا�dIاءة lD� وإ�bاد ا��UOر ]- : ا�d?Iاءة ?٣
W�ONا�� l� W]O�uOا� ا)UOة w� tر��U2 sJ1 U ]L?� WٍK��Q� n�dF�K� pوذ� وا*��Uzbت؛ 5zb��*ا ���?uى

.WFDIا� rN� vK� �LK�b�Uة dأ�� �bر�Vٌ أو �lَD ا�dIاءة V�UB�ُو .qB?Hا� =u� w� p�c�

eO�dا�� ]- bI� �cا ... WGKا� ا���Uب w� vا_و� ا*UNرة UN� b̂F�ُرة اUL��ôع اUL��ôع : ?٤



؛ ا�dIاءة w� tOK� bL�F*ا tذا� ا���bام ا_�uKب ]r?� bو� . ل ]bF*ا ZNM*ا w� dأ�� qٍJA� UNOK�
W]OIOI(ا W=O�uOا� nا�u*ا w� رة =dJ�*ا W]�uGKا� �bا�Uت��ôا s� WKة أ��/cOLKا�� �UD�Sء pوذ�

.U ًOّFO�� اUL��ôع UNO� �uJن w?ا��

;U�Uة W]O�UL'وا W]OzUMا�� WDA�_ا w� - �U� - Y�bدًةK� �cOLK�K/ة W�dHا� vDF�ُ : ا���?b̂ث ?٥
vK� �cOLK/ة =qJ� ا�dHدي= اUL��ôم tO�u� W�uF� vK� VKG�Kو� �Uد�Uت،� s� lا�uا� w� r�� U�
،sJأ� إن �cOLK� qJ/ة W ]�U� W�UM� إ�öء s��ا*�� sو� - öً�� - =nBا� w� ا�bFد �d�Jة ؛ �bة
W�öDا� vK� �uJن أن b� ô eO�d��U� و�UNFOL� fO؛ ا_�UDء s� ا��Uرز V�uB� vK� ا)dص l�
ا�öJم أ�UMء w� QD)ا V�uB� 5� ا��cOLK/ة WF�UI� VM& l� .WGKا� ا���bام w� W�bا� vK� fOو�

ى. ا*Rد[ ا�UAMط s� أو tM� اUN��ôء v?�� اUE��ôر wG�M� إذ

وإ�UDء ،n?�u�U� دة =bF�� ôًUJأ� c�Q� UIً�U� l�]�*U� ل ]bF*ا ا*dIر w� W�U�Jا� إن[ : W?�U?�Jا� ?٦
ا��ULOK?Fتوا�dوا�Wو��W�Uا(U�UDت«ا�qzU�d»وذ�ö�s�pلا�uBر وا_��WKوا�ULKJتا*�b�Uة.
W�U�� ا��cOLK/ة s� VKDOُ� ا�dIHات W�U�� ]r?� qL اْ'ُ W�U�� vK� eO�dا�� j =�u�*ا ا_ول nBا� w� و��bأ
�uJن )W]O�uOا� �UO(Uة WK� t� U2( W]OB�Aا� �U�UL��ôUت o]KF�� �U�u{uت s� dأ�� أو qL�ُ fL�

ا*U�uKFت. و��Uدل وا_�UFب ،bا�uIا� �bر��Uت :q�� WDA�_ا W]OI�� U�ًUأ�

ا��UH�dFت : qL?A�  j =�u�*ا ل ا_و[ =nBا� ��Uب w� W]O�U�_ا ا*U�u{uت إن[ ا*U�u{uت:  ?٧
،rOKF?ا�� ،W ]�Bا� ،s�d�üا ا_��Uص l� ا�U�öFت ا_�dة، ،sN*ا ،W]O�uOا� ا*e?Mل، ا)UOة ،W]OB?�Aا�
�uل �bور ا�ULKJت pM� w� W� ]bI*ا ا�ULKJت �Sن[ V�UGا� wو� . aإ� ... ا�UFDم، ا�dAاب ا���?ûق،

.o�� U ]L?� ]5F�ُ �u{uع

�UMءات�ôط واuD)ا s� �bًءا j)ا أ�U]O�Uت �UD�Sء j�u�*ا ل ا_و[ nBا� ��Uب ��bأ : ĵ?)ا ? ٨
�bر��Uٍت s ا�U�Jب ]LC�� UL� .qL'وا وا�ULKJت ا_�dف W�U�� ]rَ� v?MLOُا� vإ� ا�Oُ�dى WN'ا s�
Vر�b� ا*r=KF/ة vKو� )Punctuation & Capitalization( rO�dوا�� jOIMا�� �vK أ�U]O�Uت
pذ� V�JO� �W�ö؛ ]r?� s�dD� ]r?� dD� ءUD�S� pذ� w� ا��b̂رج l� U ًOّ�u� =j)ا �uدة vK� ا��cOLK/ة



. )four lined notebook( W]�eOK$ùا WGK�U� ا(Uص= d��bا� wو� ��Uب ا�UAMط w�

 w� UN�]OL�Q� U�ًU1إ ��Uدئ ا�U]O�uBت �UD�Sء ��bأ ل ]bF*ا ا*dIر إن[ )Phonics( : ا�UO�uBت ?٩
�r ا_�dف ،)Consonant( WM�U?�ا� ا_�dف إ�UDء s� �bًءا p?ء. وذ�U�Nاءة وا�dIوا� oDMا� rK̂F�

. p�c� WFا�d*ا �w درس Wٌ�H� h ]B�وُ� Zر�b��U� )Vowels( W� ]d�ا*�?

)أ�dف WHK��� ozاdD� )Spelling( �UءNا� vK� �bر��Uت ا�U�Jب s ]LC�� : واö�ùء �UُءN١٠? ا�
dٍD� s� اö�ùء ا*rKF/ة vKو� .)W�O�Bا� WLKJا� W�dFو� ، WLKJد ا�U�إ� ا_�dف، VO�d� ،W?B�U�

.q�_ا vK� U ًOّ�uأ�� وا�bة ًة ]d� dDأ� W�ö� vإ�

WK�U� َو�bة hOB�� ]- WGKا� rK̂F� w� Wر�UL*وا oO�Dا�� W]OL�_ : W?Fا�d*وا ا��bر��?Uت ?١١
w =DG�ُ ،UNFِOL� WِFا_ر� ا�b�uات w� ُدِرس U ]L�  sر�U9 %�uي  و�bات، lأر� q� wK� WFا�dLK�
ا��bر��Uت =q�� �bM ا�UOIم W]OLر� dO� WI�dD� ة/cOLKأداء ا�� .uI�� UNا�b�ا�� sJ1و ،W ]�U� ا*UNرات

.)dDأ� WFأر� W]�eOK$إ WG� dد��( ا(Uص=  d��bا� w� WK��_ا W�Uوإ�

ا*Uدة w� o�uAا�� dBM� u� بU�Jا� q�bF� bM� wرو� b� U ًLّN� ًءاb�� إن : eOH�وا�� o�uAا�� ?١٢
ا*U�u{uت و�bI ا��dOت .dأ�� W]OK�UH� WGK̂ا� ا��UFOب wMF� U� ؛ =rKFا�� vإ� eُHِ ْ%َ W� =uA*ا �u*Uاد ا*UDFة.

اU���ôه. ا*uا�l ا��?c& wب vK� eO�dا�� l� ��dOة، WIzU� ��uJن WIzU� W�UMF�
        

nO�Qا�� WM'                                                                                                         
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InventionsInventions

Unit 9

In this unit, you are going to :

= ask about how something works.
= give instructions.
= listen for specific information.
= read about women inventors.

= describe objects, using more than one adjective.

= write about an invention.
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A. Listen and practise.

Student 1 : Can you please show me how to use the new photocopying machine?    
Student 2 : Sure. Start by pressing the swith to on.    
Student 1 : OK.    
Student 2 : Then, put the paper you want to copy on the
                   glass copy board face down.   
Student 1 : Then, what?     
Student 2 : Lower the cover, press the keys to enter the 
                  number of copies, then push the start button.
                  It’ll start copying.    

B.  How important is it to learn about new inventions?

- What do you think is the greatest invention?

- How has it made life easier for people?

- Which of the above inventions have you used?

- Which do you think is the most important? The least important?

Conversation

Unit 9 Les son 1

Discussion
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By + Gerund

How do I start the photo copier?

How do I turn off the flashing light?

By pressing the power switch to on.
By pressing the green button.

By putting paper in the paper tray.

A. Match the sentences in A to B, using By + Gerund.
1. You can start a car…                           a) push the stop button.
2. Turn off the tape recorder…                b) lower the temperature of the AC.        
3. You start a blender …                          c) turn the ignition key.
4. An electric kettle works…                    d) plug the blender in.
5. You can cool a room…                        e) press the on button.    

B. In Pairs : Ask about how to use these inventions.

Seham is asking the customer service department how to use a collector’s tape recorder 
she bought the night before. Listen and number the instructions in the correct order.

Insert the cassette and gently close the compartment.

Press the eject button to open the tape compartment.                                                               

Press the record and the play buttons to start recording.

Push the on-off button to turn the power on.

Push stop to stop recording.                                                              

Listening

Vacuum cleaner Cell phone  Iron Blender

handle

cord

on/off button

dial pad
flip top

screen

metal base
on/off switch

speed button

on/off button

lid

jug

Inventions  1

Grammar
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A. Name the categories each group of words belongs to. Then, give an example for
     each word in the list.

__________ __________ __________ __________________________ ____________

long
short

small
big
large

tool
device
appliance
machine

metal                  paper
plastic                cloth
glass                  leather
cotton                 wood
rubber

rectangular
square
round
curved
oval

B. In a single sentence, describe the inventions in the pictures, using the adjectives 
     above in the following order.

C. In pairs : Compare answers.

1
size

2
(length)

3
shape

4
colour

5
material

6
(type)

Unit 9 Les son 2

Vocabulary

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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A. Can you name some women inventors? 

You will probably find it difficult to name any. Why is this? Weren’t women interested
in science? The answer is that, in the past, women were not allowed to patent their 
inventions. Until the mid-19th century, anything a woman owned or invented was 
legally her husband’s. For this reason, many female inventors throughout history 
have been forgotten or ignored although their inventions are used every day.  
Although hundreds of important women could be named, here is a brief look at a few.

B. Underline the main ideas.
C. Rewrite the main ideas in your own words (paraphrase).

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

D. Summarize the text.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Reading

Women InventorsWomen Inventors

Bette Nesmith Graham
Liquid paper was the invention of Bette Nesmith Graham. In an effort 
to cover her typing mistakes, she painted over them with a bottle of 
white paint and a watercolor brush. By 1956, Graham’s invention 
gained so much popularity, that four years later, she sold her company 
to Gillette for $47.5 million.

Grace Murray Hopper.
Few people have done as much to change the world as Grace 
Murray Hopper. In her work with the first computers, she put us on
the way to making computers available to everyone. In 1952, she 
invented the first computer compiler. She was the first person to
receive the Computer Sciences Man of the Year Award 1969. 

Inventions  2
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A. Listen and practise.
Student 1 :  Excuse me sir, do you mind showing me how 
                   to use this vending machine?
Student 2 :  Sure. First, insert two riyal notes in the slot.
Student 1 :  Here?
Student 2 :  Yes. Then, select the drink by pressing  
                    the green button above it.
Student 1 :  All right.
Student 2 :  After that, add sugar by pressing this button.
Student 1 :  Then, what?
Student 2 :  Wait for the light to go off, then gently pick up the cup.
Student 1 :  Thank you for your help.
Student 2 :  No problem. Enjoy it.

Sequence Adverbs

First, insert two riyal notes in the slot.
Then, select a drink.
Next, add sugar.
After that, wait for the cup to be filled.
Finally, pick up your cup when the light goes off.   

A. Rearrange the steps for scanning a photo then, complete the instructions with 
     sequence adverbs:

1. _____________ , push the scanner button to choose the scanning option you want.
2. _____________ , press the main power on.
3. _____________ , press the start button to start scanning.
4. _____________ , lay your picture face down on the scanning bed line.

B. In pairs : Take turns giving instructions on how to use the following inventions:
     - a blender                             - a computer                               - a fax machine

Unit 9 Les son 3

Conversation

Grammar
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A. Are you an inventor? Think of a useful object you can invent for home or school. 
Name the object, describe it and give instructions for using it. Complete the web.  

B. Write a paragraph in your workbook about your invention.

Name of the Invention
______________________

What does it look like?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

What does it do?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

How can it help people?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

How do you use it?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Inventions  3
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Phonics
Syllables

One-syllable words :  boat, print, press
Two-syllable words :  ma/chine, pa/per, di/al.
Three-syllable words :  tel/e/phone, com/put/er

A. 1. Listen and repeat.
 

bulb letters recorder button

robot elevator medicine keyboard

2. Listen to the words again. Circle the letters that stand for the vowel sounds in 
each word you hear. Then, write the number of syllables in each word.

B. Read the following words. Decide if the words have one, two or three syllables. 
     Write each word in the correct column.

Rule
Words are made of small parts 
called syllables. Each syllable 
has one vowel sound. A word 
can have one or more syllables.

file,  floppy, engine, laptop, wheel,
 devices,  light,  cursor, invention,  electronic

one syllable two syllables three syllables

________________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________ 

________________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________ 

________________ 
________________ 
________________ 
________________ 

Unit 9 Les son 4
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Grammar Summary

Speaking

By + Gerunds

How can we start a microwave? By pressing the start button.

Sequence Adverbs
First, start the computer and plug in the flash disc.
Then, open the file you want to save.
Next, click the file icon on the screen.
After that, choose “save as”.
Finally, click removable disc.

 
A. Name the inventions below. Write sentences about how we use each one.

1.    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________

2.    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________

3.    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________

4.    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________
    ___________________________________________

In pairs : Play “How does a -------- work?”.

Inventions  4
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A.  Read the text.

Most people believe that only a genius can invent, but that’s not always true. 
Many of the tools and products, we use in our daily life, were invented by ordinary 
people who were driven by either necessity or need.  
William Addis a man from London, had an idea while he was cleaning 
his teeth with a piece of cloth. He took a small bone, made tiny holes 
in it, then put small broom bristles in the holes. He started using it 
whenever he wanted to clean his teeth. Soon, he set up a business selling these 
new toothbrushes and made a fortune.
We are all familiar with the sticky little squares of colored paper. 
These are usually used to leave messages and mark places in books.
These self sticking notes were invented in 1968 by a chemist called 
Art Fry.  By 1980, Fry convinced ZM  glue company to manufacture the 
pads that he invented.  Fry made a fortune through his simple invention.
You can be an inventor, too. Just keep looking around you for ideas. Remem-
ber, all it takes is one good idea. Think about simple things people need or dis-
like doing and try to come up with a solution. Your solution may become a useful 
invention and who knows, maybe one day you will become a famous inventor.

B.  Underline the main ideas.
C.  Paraphrase the main ideas.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

D. Summarize the text.

Reading

Great Little InventionsGreat Little Inventions

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Lesson  4
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In this unit, you are going to : 

= talk about different customs all around the world.
= listen for specific information.
= use expressions in different occasions.
= read about different cultures.
= ask about appropriateness and expressing obligation.
= write a friendly letter.

CulturesCultures

Unit 10
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- What do these pictures represent?
- Why do you think people in different countries have different customs?
- Name two festivals and two occasions that people celebrate in your country.

A Scottish 
Wearing a kilt

Greeting by 
rubbing noses

A. Listen and practise.

  John : I could hardly recognize you Omar. 
             Is that your national dress?    
 Omar : Yes, it’s the thobe.    
  John : What's that on your belt?
 Omar : It's a dagger which we wear on formal 
             occasions. It's called Jambia.  
  John : So, is today a special occasion?
Omar : Yes, It's Eid Al-Fitr.  
  John : What’s Eid-Al-Fitr?    
 Omar : It's the day when Muslims celebrate the end of fasting.

B. How do we show respect for other people’s customs?

Unit 10 Les son 1

Discussion

Conversation
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Relative Clauses
Who (that) is for people
A Dutchman is a man who (that) comes from Holland.
Which (that) is for things
Namasté is a greeting which (that) represents the Indian culture.
When is for time
Eid Al-Fitr is the day when Muslims celebrate the end of fasting.
Where is for place
Janadriyah is the place  where a Saudi festival takes place.

A . Match the information in column A with B by using a suitable relative pronoun.
      (who, that, which, when, where)

1. Saudi Arabia is a big country
2. For example, people
3. I remember the time
4. Many of the guests were 
    wearing belts
5. The nicest thing was the  scent   
    of the Arabian Jasmine

___________ I attened a wedding in Abha. 
___________ varied customs are seen. 
___________ live in the southern region have 
                       their own customs.                      
___________ were made of gold.
___________ was use for decoration. 

B. Make sentences using the following words. Use relative clauses. Share your ideas with the class.  

Grammar

A B

A. Do you know any of the wedding customs in the given regions? Write them below.

Listening

B. Listen to Hossam and Ahmad, talking about wedding customs. Check your answers.                                                                       

Eid Al-Addha       Meshlah      kabsa (rice)     henna     Imam

___________________
___________________

___________________
___________________

___________________
___________________

Southern Region Central Region Northern Region

Cultures  1
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A. Match the expressions below with the occasions in the pictures.

Happy Eid     Congratulations       Get well soon         Thanks for coming
Best of luck      It’s lovely, thank you       I was sorry to hear…………..

Good luck! 

B. In pairs : Think of two customs for each occasion in your region or country.

Dinner Party

Wedding

Illness

Funeral Child naming

Eid

Unit 10 Les son 2

Vocabulary
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Reading

A.  How does learning about other cultures make you a better person?

Each society has its own customs, beliefs and behaviours. Communicating in 
a foreign language is not just a matter of using correct grammar 
and vocabulary. It is also a matter of understanding other 
cultures and traditions. We need to understand and respect 
other customs, no matter how new or strange they may seem.
Differences are seen in many aspects of daily life such as : 
greetings, dining, clothing, ceremonies and many other things. 
Here are some customs from different parts of the world;
• In the Middle East, you must take 
  off your shoes before entering 
  someone's house. 
• In Afghanistan, people spend at 
  least five minutes saying hello to  
  each other.
• In Britain, the weather is usually 

the topic of conversation between 
strangers.

• In Japan, it is a custom to clean
  the house and water the garden 
  when having a guest.

• In France, people don't sit down until
  they have shaken hands with every one
  they know.
• In the U.S.A, it is normal for men to shake  
  hands when they meet, but it is unusual 
  for them to kiss each other.
• In Germany, few days before the wedding,   
  friends and relatives bring old porcelain 
  to throw on the ground in front of the 
  bride and groom. This is supposed to bring 
  them good luck.

B. Read the article. Check (     ) True or (    ) False. For the false statements, give the  
     correct  information.
1. American men kiss while greeting.       (       )
2. Afghanis take a few minutes to greet.  (       )
3. In many Gulf Countries, people leave their shoes outside the house.   (       )
4. People all over the world have the same customs.   (       )
5. In Britain, strangers like to talk about their families.  (       )
6. We should accept other people and their customs.  (       )
C. Summarize the text.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Different CustomsDifferent Customs

Cultures  2
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Unit 10 Les son 3

A. Listen and practise.
Student 1 : I'm leaving to Canada tomorrow and I want you to
                   tell me about their customs.
Student 2 : Sure. What do you want to know?
Student 1 : How to greet people?
Student 2 : Just shake hands. They don't usually kiss or hug.
Student 1 : Should I take a gift if someone invites me to his house?            
Student 2 : Yes, I think you should, and remember to arrive on time.
Student 1 : Would I have to ask my host if I wanted to take a friend along? 
Student 2 : Yes, you definitely should.
Student 1 : I’ll try to remember that.

B. Why should you learn about the customs of a country before visiting it?

Conversation

Asking about appropriateness Expressing obligations

Should I take a gift? 
Yes, I think you definitely should.
No, I don’t think you should.
Yes, I think you should.

Would I have to ask my host ....? Yes, I’m sure it would be fine.
No, I don’t think it would be a good idea.

A.  Ask about appropriateness of the following customs:
1. Offering dates and coffee to guests in Saudi Arabia. ___________________________
2. Eating with chopsticks in a Chinese household. ______________________________
3. Arriving late for a party in most parts of the world.  _____________________________
4. Eating with the left hand in a Muslim country. ________________________________
5. Wearing saris in India. __________________________________________________
6. Serving afternoon tea in Britain at 2 p.m. ____________________________________
7. Wearing shoes inside houses in Indonesia. __________________________________

B. In pairs : Take turns to ask and answer the questions you have formed above. 
                    Check the answers with your teacher.       

Grammar
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suitable clothes               greeting people                 giving presents
      wearing abaya / thobe                  table manners 

Cultures  3

A. A friendly letter.  

Greeting

Body

Closing

Signature

Writing

Closing

B. A friend is planning to visit your country. In your notebook, write a letter telling, 
him/her about the customs related to two of the following points. 

Dear Saud,

Best regards,

I arrived in Cassablanca two days ago. It's really beautiful.

People here are kind and generous. I like their strong

green tea with mint. You know, It's a custom here to serve 

it everywhere and all times of the day. I also love their food, 

especially Tajins and Basteela. It was interesting to see

some people wearing their traditional Koftan. I bought

one for Dad. I'll tell you more when I get back home.

Khaled

Your friend, ( to a friend)
Love, ( to a special friend or relative) 
Best regards,
Sincerely, ( in a business letter or to a friend)
Your cousin, (to a cousin)
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Unit 10 Les son 4

Syllables 2
• How to divide words into syllables.

Phonics

Rule
A word with one vowel sound has one syllable and cannot be divided.

boat – cup – hip
In a word with two syllables, when two consonants come between two vowels, 
divide the word into syllables between the consonants.  

six/teen – plen/ty

• Read the words below. Draw a line to divide the word into syllables.

1. million
2. member
3. picture
4. problem
5. healthy
6. court
7. live
8. main
9. English
10. thing
11. days
12. wear
13. fault
14. bowl
15. coffee
16. feel

17. number
18. flight
19. problem
20. island
21. doctor
22. album
23. running
24. happy
25. dinner
26. farmer
27. practice
28. younger 
29. breakfast
30. person
31. airport
32. garbage
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Cultures  4

Asking about appropriateness     /    Expressing obligation
Should

I take a gift?
Yes, I think

you should.
Would have to No, I don’t think

Relative Clauses
Venice is the city where people use gondolas to move around
A match maker is a person who (that) arranges marriages for others.
Chopsticks are a pair of sticks which (that) the Chinese use to eat.
Ramadan is the month when all Muslims fast.

      
Complete the sentences with relative pronouns.

1. I come from a country ___________ has a great history.

2. I don’t like people ___________ don’t respect their culture.

3. The tenth of Dhul Hejja is the day ___________ Muslims celebrate Eid Al Adha.

4. In India, Mehndi is the night before the wedding ___________ a bride puts henna.

5. A baby shower is a party, given by friends ___________ bring gifts for the baby.

6. Potluck is a meal  __________________ people bring food to share.

Grammar Summary

In pairs : Do “The customs Around the Word the world” activity.

                Student A : Turn to page 83 

                Student B : Turn to page 85

Speaking
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Cultures  4

Match the occasions to the pictures.

Vocabulary

A. Listen and say if the behaviour is appropriate or not by checking Yes or No. 

Behaviour in Japan
Appropriate

Reason
Yes No

1. Being modest.

2. Look at people in the eye when 
talking.

3. Taking a gift for a host. 

4. Cleaning and spraying the garden 
with water before guests arrive.

5. Serving Japanese food to 
foreign guests.

B. Listen again to give reasons.

Listening

                          a. Wedding                              c. Child naming.                     

   b. Graduation                          d. Dinner party                       e. Aljenadriyah festival
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Unit 11

StoriesStories

In this unit, you are going to :

= ask about past events.
= listen to details.
= make a summary.
= narrate a story.

= write a story.
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Unit 11 Les son 1

-  What type of stories are these?
-  Which type do you like (the most / the least) Why?
-  Who is your favourite author?
-  What type of stories does he / she write?
-  What does a book cover tell you?

Discussion

A.  Listen and practise.

Student 1 : What were you doing at the bookshop last night?                  
Student 2 : I was looking for an interesting adventure story. 
Student 1 : Did you find any?
Student 2 : No,I didn’t. Do you like adventure stories?           
Student 1 : Yes, but I prefer horror stories. 
Student 2 : They're too scary for my liking.  
Student 1 : Do you like comedies? I can lend you one.   
Student 2 : No thanks, I think I’ll stick to adventure stories.

B. Do you make time for reading everyday? What do you read?

Conversation

Horror True Mystery / Detective Adventure

Science Fiction
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Stories  1

Past Continuous 

What were you doing at the book shop at
6 o’clock? I was looking for some adventure stories.

Where was he waiting when you saw him? He was waiting in the bookstore.

Were you looking for some stories in the library? Yes, I was.   /    No, I was not.

A. Complete the following, using the past continuous:

It was so busy in the school library yesterday. Several 
students _____________ (stand) in queue to borrow some 
books. Others _______________ (sit) around a big table 
reading some books. The teacher _____________ (speak) 
quietly to some students.  I ___________ (look) for my 
friend Sari. I thought he _________________ (read) there, 
but I couldn’t find him.

B. In pairs : Ask your partner about some of the things he/she was doing yesterday  
     at certain times.  

Grammar

A. Listen to three parts taken from different stories and complete the table.
    

Story Place Time Event
(1)
(2)
(3)

B. Listen again. What type of stories are the parts taken from?  

- Story ( 1 ) .......................................................

- Story ( 2 ) .......................................................

- Story ( 3 ) .......................................................

Listening
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A. What do you usually find on a book? Write the letters in the boxes below.

Unit 11 Les son 2

Vocabulary

a. front cover        b. title          c. author         d. back cover
e. review          f. illustration         g. price

B. Read the title and the review. What type of a story do you think it is?
     What do you think of the book? Choose an adjective from the box to describe it. 

boring      scary       exciting        funny        interesting        sad        silly

C . In pairs : Name two books for each adjective. Why?

MEET THE SPACE GUERILLAS

Code name SHADO. The most secret, 
sophisticated, and important group 
on EARTH. Only they know that 
mankind is under attack by a hostile 
intelligence from outer space.

A silent, invisible invasion by deadly aliens 
bent on conquest and extermination. And 
SHADO’S mission is to seek and destroy 
the un-humans.

PATHS OF FEAR
The aliens are here! Purpose : to strike 
terror into the hearts of those who 
know their horrifying agenda for Earth!

$ 7.50 U.S
$ 9.99 CAN

SPACESHIP EARTH’E  #1 ENEMY

EARTH IS AT WAR WITH
AN UN-EARTHLY ENEMY

PATHS OF FEAR

BY DEBORAH RORRABAUGH

Based on National Acclaimed TV Series  
Created by Gerry & Sylvia Anderson 6 

7 

3 

2 

1 

5 

4 
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A. How often do you read novels? Name some writers you like.
B. Read the summary of the story of David Copperfield that was written by Charles

Dickens, a famous English writer.
 

David Copperfield is the story of a boy whose father died six months
before his birth. At first David lived happily with his mother and his
beloved housekeeper, Peggotty. Later, David’s mother married 
Edward Murdstone, who was very cruel and use to beat David 
a lot. Once, while the stepfather was beating him, David bit his hand. 
After that, Murdstone sent David to Salem House Academy  boarding 
school where he hardly received any education. At the school, 
David became friends with Tommy Traddles and James Steerforth.
Due to the cruelty of  the Murdstones, David’s mother and her new-born baby died. 
After the funeral, Murdstone decided to send David to London to work in his warehouse. 
In London, David lived comfortably with Wilkens and Emma Micawber.
During his stay, David remembered that his mother had talked about an aunt who lived 
near Dover. One day, David decided to go to his aunt, so he walked from London to 
his aunt’s cottage in Dover. After meeting David, aunt Betsey adopted David and sent 
him to Dr. Strong’s school, one of the best schools in Canterbury. There, he received a 
good education and  lived with Mr. Wickfield and his daughter Agnes.   
After finishing school, David left Canterbury for London and decided that he wanted to
become a lawyer. He trained at Mr. Spenlow’s office, where he met Spenlow’s beautiful
daughter, Dora. David married Dora, but few years later she died. Soon after, David met 
his school friends again, but after a series of events his friend Steerforth drowned.
Driven by sadness, David left to Switzerland, hoping to find comfort in the wild beauty
of the Alps. While living there, Copperfield worked on his book and sent it to Traddles,
who published it. Three years later, David Copperfield decided to go back to England.
He married Agnes and later became a successful novelist.

C. Underline the main ideas of the text.

Stories  2

Reading

David CopperfieldDavid Copperfield
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Stories  2

D. Put the following events in order. 

David’s aunt adopted him and sent 
him to a good school in Canterburry. 

_________________________________

David ‘s stepfather sent him to a 
boarding school.

_________________________________

David wrote a book and his friend 
published it. 

_________________________________

David’s mother got married to 
Edward Murdstone.

_________________________________

David worked at a lawyer’s office in
London and married Dora.

_________________________________

David’s friend died and he went to 
Switzerland.

_________________________________

David’s mother died and he was 
sent to work in London. 

_________________________________

David’s first wife died. _________________________________

David became a famous novelist. _________________________________

David married Agnes. _________________________________

E. Match the ideas you underlined to the events above. 
F. Summarize the text.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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Unit 11 Les son 3

A. Listen and practise.
      Reporter : Hello Mr. Conel. Can you tell us about your
                    adventure on the Safari?
  Mr. Conel : It was really frightening.
      Reporter : What were you doing when the lion 
                    attacked you?
  Mr. Conel : I was trying to take a closer shot of the
                    cubs when I saw the lion coming towards 
                    me ready to attack.
      Reporter : What happened next?
  Mr. Conel : I ran as fast as I could.
      Reporter : Who saved you then?
  Mr. Conel : A tour guide. As I was running a car with 
                    a group of tourists saw us and the guide 
                    shot the lion.

B. How do you react in sudden situations?

Conversation

When / while /As

We were trying to take a closer look when we saw the lion.
While we were trying to take a closer look, we saw the lion.
As I was struggling, the tour guide shot the lion.

A. Complete these sentences, using the past continuous or the past simple tense.  
     Then, compare with a partner.

1. In April 1912, while the Titanic ________________(cross) the Atlantic to the U.S.A, 
    it ________________ (hit) an iceberg. 
2. While workers ____________________ (work) in a cloth factory in Mombai, they 

_______________ (find) a 10-meter snake, hidden under a pile of clothes.
3. A policeman _____________ (be) shot yesterday morning while he _______________ 
    (arrest) a 25-year-old man for robbing the supermarket.

B. Narrate a story that you have read or heard to your partner. Use: when, while and as.

Grammar
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Stories  3

A. Read David Copperfield again. Fill in the graphic organizer with information from
the story                    

             Title   

             Problem

             Characters

             Event (1) 
 
             Event (2)

             Event (3)

             Solution

B. Now think of a story or a real incident and write information about it.

           Title

           Problem

           Characters

           Event (1)

           Event (2)

           Event (3)

           Solution

C. In your workbook, page 13, use the information in the graphic organizer to write 
your story.

Writing

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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A. Listen and repeat.

P B P B

pat bat puck buck

pin bin peach beach

pear bear poppy bobby

pond bond cap cab

pack back cup cub

B. Listen to the words, circle the sound you hear.
  

P                      B P                      B P                      B P                      B

P                      B P                      B P                      B P                      B

C. Listen to the following sentences. Circle the sound that you hear.

1. p b
2. p b
3. p b
4. p b
5. p b

Unit 11 Les son 4

Phonics

P  B
p b
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Past Continuous

Questions Answers

What

were
we
you
they doing there?

I
He
She

It

was
looking 

for
mystery 
stories.

was he
she

We
They
You

were

Were
you
they
we looking 

for
something in 
particular?

Yes,
No,

I
he
she
it

was
were

Was

he
she

I
it

you
they
we

wasn't
weren't

When / While / As

My brother was passing by when he saw the flame coming out of the window.

While firemen were trying to save people, my brother and other civilians helped.

As I was buying a book, I met a friend.

Join the sentences, using: when / while / as and the correct form of the verb brackets:
1. Your friend (call). You (sleep).
   _____________________________________________________________________
2. He (fall) asleep. He (study).
   _____________________________________________________________________
3. I (take) this photograph. I  (visit) the Grand Canyon last summer.
     ____________________________________________________________________
4. My grandmother (tell) us stories. We (visit)  her.
   _____________________________________________________________________
5. Kareem and his brother (study) abroad. They (take) English courses.
   _____________________________________________________________________

Stories  4

Grammar Summary
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A. Read the story.

On a warm spring afternoon, Nicole and her brother went outside  
to play. Nicole was eight, and her brother, Robert, was ten. Nicole 
said. “If we stand on the bridge, we can  see fish in the river”. “Mom
said to us, “Don’t go on the bridge.’ She said it’s dangerous.” Robert 
said. “ Oh, come on," Nicole said. "I’m not afraid. Are you?”

Nicole and Robert walked onto the bridge and began looking for fish in the river.
The children were standing in the middle of the bridge when they heard a loud noise.
It was a train bridge "A train's coming!." Robert yelled.  "Run!" Robert ran to the end of 
the bridge. He was safe.

Nicole ran, too, but she fell. She got up and continued running. Robert yelled 
“The train is coming!” Nicole looked behind her and saw the train. It was coming fast! 
Nicole fell a second time. She fell right on the train track.

Nicole didn't move. She put her head down and waited for the train to go over her. 
Robert stood at the end of the bridge and screamed.

Stories  4

In groups of 6 : Do the accordion story activity.

Speaking

Reading

The TrainThe Train
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B. Complete, using the information in the story above:

    Problem : ____________________________________________________________
Characters :  ___________________________________________________________
   Event (1) : ____________________________________________________________
                     ____________________________________________________________
   Event (2) : ____________________________________________________________
                     ____________________________________________________________
   Event (3) : ____________________________________________________________
                     ____________________________________________________________
    Solution  : ____________________________________________________________  

C. Circle the letter that describes the sentences.    
1. “Run”! Robert yelled.                              

a. “Run!” Robert said quietly.                  
b. “Run!” Robert shouted.    

            
2. Nicole's mother found out about nicole and the train.

a. Nicole's mother talked about Nicole and the train. 
b. Nicole's mother knew about Nicole and the train.
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RevisionRevision

Unit 12
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Unit 12 Les son 1

Vocabulary
Fill in the blanks. Then, complete the puzzles.

Zuhair is going to Malaysia. He is asking his father about the customs there.
Listen to the conversation and tick the appropriate response for each social obligation.

Customs Probably 
should

Probably 
shouldn’t

Definitely
shouldn’t

Definitely
should

Dressing up formally. ( Suit and tie).

Wearing thobe.

Criticizing Malaysian culture.  

Asking  personal questions. 

Taking gifts.

Listening

Down:  
1. An _________ is a thing that 

someone has created, i.e. a device, 
a machine or a process.

Across:   
1. Millions of computer users all over 

the world exchange information 
over the  _________________.  

2. Al- Janadria is an important  
____________ in Saudi Arabia. 

3. They are broadcasting the final
    football match on ______ tonight.
4. I’m saving this China set for 

special __________.

1

2

3

4

5

5. Agatha Christy is a great _________ writer. In her stories, we can never tell who the 
murderer is until the end.
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Revision  1

Language Function

Choose the most appropriate responses.

1. Would I have to wear a jacket and a 
tie on formal occasions in U.S.A?
a. Yes, you definitely should.
b. Jackets come in different styles.
c. I’d like to know more about customs.

3. What’s a festival?

  a. It’s nice to have festivals all year 
      around.    
  b. It’s when people celebrate special
      occasions. 
  c. There are many festivals in Japan.

 2. How can I stop the dryer?

 a. It’s easy to do that.
 b. No, you can’t stop it.
 c. By opening the door.

 4. You missed the TV show!
     What were you doing?
     a. My brother didn’t watch the
         show either.
     b. I was teaching my brother
         when it started.
     c. We will watch it next week on TV.  

1. Turn to page 87. There are some drawings. Each drawing tells a story.
2. Choose a drawing.     3. Decide on the main characters.   
4. What do you think happened in the story. Fill in the graphic organizer.
5. Tell the story to your partner.

Speaking

Title

Time Place Main
Characters

Problem

Event

Event

Event

Conclusion

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................
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Unit 12 Les son 2

Conversation

Nasir is telling Ahmad about the fire.
Complete the conversation.

   Nasir : Do you know what happened?

Ahmad : No,  _________________________________ .

   Nasir : There was a big fire across the street.

Ahmad : How did you know?

   Nasir : I was passing by when _____________________________________________ .

Ahmad : Did anyone get hurt?

   Nasir : Yes, many were injured while ________________________________________ .

Ahmad : How awful! Were you just watching?

   Nasir : Actually, I ________________________________________________________ .

Ahmad : Thank Allah you’re safe.

In pairs : Turn to pages  89, 90, 91. Each pair chooses a story.
                 - Students A read only the title then, write questions to know all about the story. 
                - Students B read the story to answer student's A questions.

Speaking
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Revision  2

Reading

A. Read the passage and write who the pronoun “ their “ refers to in each sentence.
    1. Sociologists fear the day when societies lose their identities.    ( _____________ )   
    2. Throughout ages, people have fought to keep their identity.      ( _____________ )

B. Underline the sentences in the passage above that have the same meaning as the 
sentences below.     
1. Traditions and customs show the true identity of a person more than his ID card.
2. It is becoming difficult to identify people from different cultures.
3. Future generations will lose their identity.
4. You should hold on to your culture and traditions and be proud of them.

C. Summarize the text.
 ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your ID, Please.Your ID, Please.
Look at the identity card at the top of the page. Does any of 
this information define someone's true identity? It is traditions
and customs that make up a true identity, not names, figures
or faces. 

 
The differences between cultures are narrowing. Trends started in the west are 
immediately accepted in the east. Young people from different countries are 
becoming more alike. They wear the same clothes, have the same haircuts, listen to 
the same type of music and eat the same type of food. 

Throughout the ages, people have fought to keep their identity. However, nowadays 
teenagers refuse to lead the slow quiet lifestyle of their older generations. They are 
turning their backs on culture and traditions. Sociologists fear that the day when 
societies lose their identity is not far.  

Following other cultures will only make you a follower not a leader. Leaving your 
traditions behind  makes you a slave to others. This will make you lose your individuality 
and thus your freedom. So, be proud of your culture and traditions. Be a free person.
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A. Number the steps for sending an e-mail in the correct order.

  Send the message. Click the ‘Send’ icon.
  Type the subject of the e-mail. Click the mouse in 
  the ‘Subject’ text box. 
  Type the e-mail address in the ‘TO’ text box.
  Open your e-mail. Click the appropriate icon.
  Type your message in the message window. 
  Use the keyboard.

B. Rewrite steps, using : (by + gerund) and sequence adverbs.

  1. ____________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________

Unit 12 Les son 3

Grammar

In groups : Turn to pages  93, 95. Do the “Would it be okay….?” activity.

Speaking
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Revision 3

Writing

A. Read the story.

                                          
Green was cleaning the garden, he tried to think about the 
money he was making. His mother had promised to pay him 
five dollars to clean the garden. But he knew it would take him
along time to save money to buy the bike. There must be 
a faster way to make a money. He said to himself. As he was 
digging, his spade hit against something hard. He put his spade 
down and started digging with his hands. Something was down 
there. It was a metal box. Excitedly, Tyler pulled the box out.  

He opened the lock. Inside was money, lots of money. There was also a note. He 
read: Return this money, and you will have a greater reward! Bring it to 13 Raven Way. 
Knock once.
Why should he do? This was more than enough money to buy his bike. He knew 
he should probably return the money, but that was the problem. Everyone new that 
nobody lived in 13 Raven Way, the old house on the hill.

B. It’s Your Story! 
Write an ending for the story where Tyler decides what to do. Do you think he should return 
the money? What will happen to him at 13 Raven Way? Can you make it exciting, funny or a 
little scary? Have fun, finishing the story and be creative!

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

What the Dog Dug UpWhat the Dog Dug Up
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Name four…

Inventions        :   ___________       ____________       ___________        ____________

Types of stories  :   ___________       ____________       ___________        ____________

Materials            :   ___________       ____________       ___________        ____________

Famous writers  :    ___________       ____________       ___________        ____________

Occasions          :    ___________       ____________       ___________        ____________

Unit 12 Les son 4

Vocabulary

Listening

Khalid is giving his friend Hamed instructions on how to change a flat tire.
Listen carefully. Number the pictures according to the order of instructions, given. 
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A. Make sentences, using the relative pronouns: which, who, where and when. 

1. Chinese  -  invented paper
____________________________________________________________________

2. Thomas Edison   -   invented the light bulb
____________________________________________________________________

3. Salalah  -  Omani festivals are held
____________________________________________________________________

4. The wheel  -  changed people’s lives
____________________________________________________________________

5. Hajj  -  make pilgrimage to Makkah
____________________________________________________________________

6. Alexander Flemming  -  discovered penicillin
____________________________________________________________________

B. Complete the sentences with true information about yourself. Use the past simple
     and the past continuous.

-  During my elementary school,   ___________________________________________
-  While __________________________________ ,_____________________________
-  When I   ________________________________ ,_____________________________
-  Two weeks ago ________________________________________________________

Revision 4

Grammar

In pairs :  Follow your partner’s instructions and make a ……......………………. .

Speaking
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Unit 13

Healthy EatingHealthy Eating
In this unit, you are going to : 

  = make, accept and refuse requests.
  = complain, apologize and give excuses.
  = listen for specific information.
  = read about teen health.
  = write a recipe.
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Unit 13 Les son 1

Discussion

- Name the foods in A and B.
- Do you eat more of the foods in A or B?
- Why are the foods in B unhealthy?
- Can you name the different groups of the food pyramid?
- Study the food pyramid and find out if you are eating a healthy diet.

Conversation

A. Listen and practise.
Hussam : I’m hungry. Would you mind stopping at a supermarket?
   Father : No problem.
Hussam : I’ll just grab a bar of chocolate and a soda. 
                Can I get you something?
   Father : No, thanks. I’ve already had my breakfast. 
                 Are you going to have soda on an empty 
                 stomach? Why don’t you have something 
                 healthier instead?
Hussam : Like what?
   Father : A kelija. Here, try one.
Hussam : Ummm, it’s really good. It’s delicious. 
   Father : And it’s good for you. It’s rich in fibre.

B. Do you eat whenever you feel like or do you follow the Prophet’s advice? Why?  
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Healthy Eating 1

Grammar

Requests with modals

Could I have a second helping?

Would you make me a sandwich please?

Would you mind stopping by a supermarket, please?

Can you get me some water?

Accepting 
Ok. 
Sure, no problem.
Of course / Definitely.
No problem.
Refusing
I’d like to, but ….
Sorry. / I’m sorry, I can’t.

A. Complete the conversations.

A : ……………………………………...…
B : Sorry, the supermarket I’m going to,
     doesn’t have a bakery.

A : Would you make me a sandwich, 
      please?
B : ……………………………………………
     ……………………………………….……

A : Could you get us some more water,
      please?
B : ………………………………………...
A : Oh, and would you mind bringing a
      clean towel, as well?

A : ……………………………..……….……
     …………………………………………...
B : No problem, but I don’t have their phone
      number.

B. Class activity : Ask your classmates to help you:
- read a label or packet.   - make a carrot cake.
- find low-fat cheese.   - plan healthy meal.
- cook a large meal.    - steam vegetables.
- set table.     - wash dishes.

Listening
A. Suad has gone to see a nutritionist because she has a weight problem. Listen to 

the conversation and complete the chart with food Suad usually eats.

Why?
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

B. Now listen again. Write why these kinds of food are not good for Suad.
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Vocabulary
A. These are methods of preparing and cooking food. Write two kinds of food for each method.

B. What is your favourite dish? Tell a friend how to cook it. Use the above words.
My favourite dish is _________________ . You’ll need _________ and _______________.
First, __________________ the ________________ . Then, _______________________. 
After that, _______________________________________________________________.

Reading

A. - Do you think the food we eat affects our health? How?
- When you feel sick or tired, do you relate it to the food you eat?
- What does the proverb “Prevention is better than cure” mean to you?

Do you know why children, your age, are suffering from fatal diseases? Unhealthy eating 
habits and lazy lifestyle is the answer. The food most children normally eat, is high in 
cholesterol, salt and sugar. High intake of Cholesterol and fats block the arteries. Similarly 
high amount of salt in food causes high blood pressure. 
Looks scary? Not if you watch your diet. One way to watch your diet 
is to read the labels on the packets. They tell you what each food 
contains, so that you can choose the food with less fats and salt. 
Substitute fat foods for food rich in vitamins and minerals such as 
vegetables and fish. Snack on fruits instead of chips. Drink fresh
juice instead of fizzy drinks that give you empty calories. Add honey
and fresh salad to your diet; they make you feel fresh and energetic. 
Bake, grill or steam your food instead of frying or barbecuing.

Teen HealthTeen Health

_______/_______ _______/_______ _______/_______

_______/_______ _______/_______ _______/_______

_______/_______ _______/_______ _______/_______

_______/_______ _______/_______ _______/_______

Beat

Stir

Fry

Grill Boil Bake

steam Roast

Mix Pour

Chop Peel
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Healthy Eating 2

It is important to lead a healthy life style. Do not miss breakfast. 
Balance the food you eat with physical activities like exercises 
and long walks. Most importantly, dont over eat. Chew your food 
well and relax while eating. 

Eat to feel good, look better, achieve more and stay healthy for 
longer.

B. Underline the main ideas.
C. Paraphrase the main Ideas.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

D. Summarize the text.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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A. Listen and practise.
   Father : I hate to tell you, but the food in the canteen is unhealthy.
Principal : I’m sorry to hear that, but we sell freshly made 
                 sandwiches and a variety of juices.
   Father : Yes, but the sandwiches have a lot of mayonnaise. 
                 The juice is not fresh. The canteen also sells 
                 croissants which are full of butter.
Principal : You’re right there. We’ll write to the catering 
                 company and ask them to make changes. Any 
                 suggestions?
   Father : You can ask them to use brown bread for the 
                sandwiches and get fresh juice and low - fat yogurt.
Principal : We'll try. I hope this helps change the student's eating habits.

B. When is it important to complain? / When is complaining a must?

Conversation

Grammar

Complaint Apology Excuse
- I hate you, but the food in the canteen 

is unhealthy.
- Excuse me but, there’s a fly on the

chicken.

I’m sorry to hear 
that.

but our sandwiches
are freshly made.

It may have flown in.
- I’m sorry to bother you, but your 
  juices  are too sweet. Sorry. Most of our customers

like them sweet
- I’m afraid you’ve broken my plate. I’m awfully sorry. It slipped.

A. Match the complaints with the suitable excuses.

1. Greasy fries                     a. I didn’t have time to heat it.
2. Overcooked rice          b. OMITTED.
3. Cold soup           c. I forget to turn off the stove.
4. Omitted                               d. The orders must have been mixed up.
5. Well done steak          e. I didn’t see it.
6. Spilled juice                               f. May be the oil was not hot enough.

B. In pairs : Take turns making the above complaints, but give your own excuses.
     Use the proper expressions. 
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Writing

Healthy Eating 3

A. Here is a recipe for making pancakes.
1. Number the steps for making pancakes.

Ingredients: 
1 1⁄2 cups of flour
1 3⁄4 cups of low fat milk
3⁄4 teaspoon of salt
3 tablespoons of sugar
2 eggs 
200 g. strawberry ( sliced )
4 teaspoons of baking powder
3 tablespoons of vegetable oil
Method: 
      ………….. Turn the pancake onto a plate.
      ………….. Mix salt, sugar and baking powder in a bowl.
                        In another bowl, beat milk, eggs and 
                        vegetable oil.
      ………….. Pour some honey or syrup over the pancake.
      ………….. Heat a pan. Pour about 2 tablespoons of the 
                        mixture. Grill it on both sides.
      ………….. Stir in the strawberry.
      ………….. Pour milk and the eggs mixture into the flour mixture.
                       Stir with a wooden spoon to combine the ingredients.

2. Complete the sentences with suitable sequence adverbs ( First, Then, Next, 
     After that, Finally.)
B. Complete the web for cooking your favourite dish.

C. In your workbook, page 22 write the recipe.

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Name of the Dish

Ingredients Preparation Cooking Method
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Phonics
Unit 13 Les son 4

A. 

B. 1. Listen and repeat.
     2. Circle the word that you recognize in each sentence you hear.

Leaf Leave Vase Face

Half Halve Fan Van

Few View Veal Feel

C. Complete each sentence with suitable words from the box. 

        friends  fancy  Venice ourselves      February view

1. Last __________________, we went to ___________________, a city in Italy.
2. We lived in a ______________________ hotel  which had a garden.
3. The rooftop restaurant had a beautiful _____________________ of the city.
4. The weather was nice and warm and we enjoyed ____________________. 

/ f / fan
voiceless

/ v / van
voiced
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Healthy Eating 4

Grammar Summary

Making Requests Accepting Refusing
Would you mind cooking the meat? Sure, no problem.

Sorry.
Sure, but ….

Can you buy some bread, please? Of course. Definitely.
Would you chop the onions, please? Sure. Ok. 
Could you make me a cup of tea, please? No problem. 

Complaints Apologies Excuses
I’m afraid

the food is 
not as good 

as usual.

I’m sorry to hear that

but our chef is 
sick.

Excuse me, but Sorry.
I hate to have to tell you this, but

I’m awfully sorry.
I’m sorry to bother you but   

A. Complete the following conversation.
 Mother : Maha, this soup is really delicious.
Ahmad : But it’s ________________________________________.
  Maha : Is it? May be because the ac is on.
               Could you ______________________, please? (request)
Ahmad : _____________, _____________. But It’s salty, as well.
  Maha : _______________________________ (apology / excuse) 
 Mother : Could you stop complaining about the soup? 
               You can have something else. Here try the rice. 
Ahmad : Uh, it’s  ______________________________ (complaint)
  Maha : Sorry, __________________________________ (excuse)
 Mother : Ahmad you should be thankful and if you don’t like the
              food, do as the prophet peace be upon him used to do.
Ahmad : What did he do?
  Maha : ______________________________________________.

In pairs : Do the “ Healthy Diet” activity.
Student A.
You are a nutritionist. Look at your patient’s information sheet. Ask him/her what he or she 
has for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Listen to him/her and request him/her to go on diet in 
order to help overcome health problems.
Student B.
Your nutritionist is going to ask you what you have for your meals. He/She is going to request 
you to change your diet. Accept or refuse politely. 

Speaking
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Do you     
choose healthy food when you eat?
eat three main meals everyday?
choose healthy snacks?
eat a variety of foods?
include two foods in your diet?

Do you    
eat, at least, 6 servings of grain 
products daily?
eat, at least, 3 servings of vegetables 
daily?
consume, at least, 2 servings of fruits 
daily?
go easy on higher- fat foods?
go easy on sweets?
drink 8 or more glasses of water 
daily?
avoid drinking soft drinks daily?

Take a closer look at 
your eating pattern.

Usually   Sometimes   never

Score yourself
Usually = 2 points     Sometimes  = 1 point      Never  = 0 point

If you scored …

24 or more, you have healthy eating habits.

16 to 23, you have good eating habits. A few changes will help you become healthier.

9 to 15, sometimes you eat smart, but not often enough to be your fittest.

0 to 8, you need to change your eating style. Check the table of Daily Servings.

Daily Servings
Grains

1 slice of 
bread

1 ounce of 
ready 
to-eat 
cereal 

1⁄2 cup of 
cooked 
cereal, 
rice , or 
pasta

Vegetables

1 cup of 
raw leafy 
vegetables

1⁄2 cup 
of other 

vegetables, 
cooked or 
chopped 

raw

3⁄4 cup of 
vegetable 

juice

Fruits

1 medium 
apple, 

banana, 
orange

1⁄2 cup of 
chopped, 
cooked. 

or canned 
fruit

3⁄4 cup of 
fruit 

 juice

Dairy Products

1 cup of 
milk or 
yogurt

1 - 1⁄2 
ounces 

of natural 
cheese

2 ounces 
of 

process 
cheese 

Meat, Poultry, Fish, Dry Beans
2-3 

ounces 
of cooked 

lean 
meat. 

poultry, 
or fish

1⁄2 cup of cooked dry 
beans or 1 egg counts 

as 1 ounce of lean 
meat. 2 tablespoons of 
peanut butter or 1/3 cup 

of nuts count as 1 
ounce of meat. 

Reading
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Unit 14

On the phoneOn the phone
In this unit, you are going to : 

  = take and report telephone messages.
  = make, accept and refuse invitations.
  = listen for details.
  = read about telephone use skills.
  = write a telephone message.
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A. Listen and practise:
Student 1 : Hello Ahmad. How're you?
Student 2 : I'm fine. Listen, are you doing anything next
                   Thursday?
Student 1 : No, I don't think I have any plans.   
Student 2 : Good. I'd like you to come to my brother's 
                   graduation party?
Student 1 : Where's it going to be?
Student 2 : At my house. Oh, your brother is invited as well.
Student 1 : Sorry. I don't think he can make it. He has a math test 
                   on Saturday. I'll tell him anyway. 
Student 2 : Too bad. See you on Thursday.

B. Why is it important to speak politely on the phone?

Unit 14 Les son 1

Discussion

- How can you find someone’s telephone number?
- Do you think there are people who misuse the phone? 
- Is using the phone a skill? How?
- What do you say to make (a reservation / an appointment) or place an order?

ask (for / about) someone

make invitations

make reservations

place orders

talk to someone

send faxes

check time

make appointments

Conversation
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On the phone 1

Grammar

Invitation Replies 
Accepting Refusing

Could you come to my sister’s 
graduation? Sure. Yes. I’d love to. I’m sorry. I have to …

Would you like to come to my 
house? I’d love to. I’m afraid I can’t. I’ve got to …

I’d like you to come to my sister’s 
party.

Sounds great. I’d like to, but …
Sure. Sorry. I have other plans

A. Make invitations for the following occasions. Then, choose a suitable reply. 
1. ________________________________ my brother’s wedding?

a.  Not now, thank you.
b.  Sorry I forgot.
c.  I’d love to.

2. ______________________________ our house?
a.  That’s Ok.
b.  I really can’t.
c.  Not really.

3.  ________________________ lunch with me today?
a.  That’s fine.
b.  That would be nice.
c.  I’m late.  

 4. __________________________________ our graduation party?
a.  I’m sorry, I really can’t.
b.  That’s a good idea.
c.  I don’t like parties. 

B. In pairs : Go around the class, inviting your classmates to ------------ party / an  
     exhibition / a lecture / a game of tennis / basketball etc. Accept or refuse your 
     classmates’ Invitations when they invite you.

Listening
A. Listen to people, inviting each other. Tick to show acceptance or refusal.    

Accept Refuse Formal Informal
First pair
Second pair
Third pair
Fourth pair

B. Listen again and check whether the invitation is formal or informal.
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A. Read the  group of expressions below. Choose a suitable title from table for each 
     group, then write it on the green line.  

Starting
a phone conversation

Ending 
a conversation Solutions

Problems getting through Asking for someone Asking who is on the phone  
1. *______________________________ : 

Hello.
Good morning! / Good afternoon!
This is  Baher Sa’ada.
Baher Sa’ada speaking.

2. *_______________________________ :
___   Who’s speaking? 
___   Who’s calling?

3. *_______________________________ : 
___  (Can / Could) I speak to Mr. Smith, please?
___  Mr. Smith, please?
___  Is Mr. Smith around?

4. * _______________________________ : 
___  The line’s busy.
___  There’s no reply.
___  Sorry, wrong number.
___  I’m sorry Mr. Brown is out at the moment / isn’t in today / is on another line.

5. * _______________________________ :
___  I’ll ring him/her back later. 
___  Could you ask him/her to call me?
___  Can I take a message? 
___  Dial number ........
___  Hold the line, please. 
___  Hang up and try again later.

6. *_______________________________ : 
___  Thank you. Good bye. 
___  Thank you for your help.
___  Thanks for calling. 
___  I look forward to (seeing you / hearing from you) soon.

B. The above expressions are either used by the caller, the receiver or both. Read them 
     then write ( c ) for the caller, ( r ) for receiver or ( b ) for  both next to the number.
C. In pairs : Make up a phone conversation ( asking for someone, making a doctor       
     appointment, an invitation, a hotel or a plane reservation.)

Vocabulary

Unit 14 Les son 2
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A. - Do you spend too much time on the phone?
A. - Can you think of some tips to spend less time on the phone?
B. Read the following passage, then underline the main ideas.

Telephones are probably the most important communication tool 
of all times. People can use them almost anytime and any where. 
They can be used in the house, the car, the office and even on the
street. Today, telephones do not only allow voice communication. 
They are also important for emails, messages, web browsing and 
more. This has made the telephone a time wasting tool as well. 
Therefore, it is very important to use it wisely. Here is some advice. 

1. Use the phone only when there is a need.  
Keep in mind that phones are not for 
entertainment.

2. Limit your calling time. Remember that 
the listener's time is just as important as 
yours.

3.  Be specific. Explain the reason for your
call and avoid long introductions.

4. Avoid talking to other people while
you’re on the  phone.

5. Don’t answer the phone while munching 
food. This will force you to repeat 
whatever you have said.

6. Use answering machines. They are 
very useful. They receive all your calls, 
then later on in your free time, you can 
return the calls you wish.

Use the telephone wisely. Remember when it comes to telephones, you should be in 
control.

C. Paraphrase the main ideas.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

D. Write a summary of the passage.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

On the phone 2

Reading

Who's In Control?Who's In Control?
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A. Listen and practise.
Receptionist : Good morning, Stars Language Institute.
                       Can I help you? 
          Fayez : Yes. Can I speak to Mr. Green, please?  
Receptionist : I’m sorry. He’s not available at the 
                       moment. Would you like to leave a message?
          Fayez : Yes, my name’s Fayez Kareem. I’d like to
                       register for an English course this summer.
                       Could I have his phone number, please?
Receptionist : Sorry, I have to ask him first.     
    Mr. Green : Any messages for me?
Receptionist : Yes. Mr. Kareem has just called. He says he’d like to register for the 
                      English summer course. He also wants to know if he can have your 
                        phone number.
    Mr. Green :  No problem. I’ ll give it to him. 

B. Why is it important to give a clear message? 

Conversation

Grammar

Reported Speech ( 1 )
Reporting Questions
“Can I have his phone number ?” He wants to know if he can have your phone number.
“When are you coming back?” He wants to know when you are coming back.

A. Read these statements, then report them. 

1.                                                                             2.   

3.                                                                              4.

B. In groups of 3 :  Report a telephone message.
Student A : Call a friend and leave a message.
Student B : Take the message and report it to student C. Exchange roles.

Can you transfer
the call?

When is he leaving?

Do you know his
e-mail?

______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Do you hear me
clearly?
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On the phone 3

A.   - What are phone messages?
      - Are phone messages important? Why?
      - How do we write phone messages?  
B. Read the following situation then, complete the conversation below. 
     You are calling your doctor, but he/she is not in. You will leave a message with the nurse. 

Follow this outline to make sure that the person who receives your message has 
all the information he/she needs.

1  Say who you are ……...   This is ……... 
2  State  reason for calling:    I’m calling to …
3  Make a request:    Could you…/ Would you …? 
4  Leave your phone number:    My number is .... 
5  Finish:    Thanks a lot, bye. / I’ll talk to …later, bye.  

Writing

Nurse : Hello. Dr. Livingstone’s clinic. Can I help you?
You :  
Nurse : 
You : 
Nurse : 
You : 
Nurse :  
You : 

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
________________________________________________

C. The following page from a message pad, gives you an idea about what to write when 
taking a message. Use the conversation above to write a message for Dr. Livingstone.  

To :  ________________________
From :  ______________________
Date :  ______________________
Time :  ______________________
Phone : _____________________
Message : ___________________
____________________________
____________________________
Taken by : __________________

Tips for leaving a message 
- know exactly who you want.
- know what you want to say.
- know expressions for 
   Leaving messages.  
- speak slowly and clearly. 
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Phonics
chsh

A. Listen and repeat.
 

ch sh
chair share
chin shin
chew shoe
chips ships
cheat sheet

B. Listen to the words. Circle the sound you hear.

ch                     sh ch                     sh ch                     sh ch                     sh

“ …… ”
ch                     sh ch                     sh ch                     sh ch                     sh

C. Circle the word that has the initial sound of the picture’s name.  
fashion
harsh
catch

shoot
catch
watch

sheet
chip

shore

chip
child
shoe

shake
chalk
match

share
beach
cheap

shampoo
clash
fetch

catch
sheep
shelf
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On the phone 4

Invitation Replies
Acceptance Refusal 

I’d like you to come to my 
wedding. Sure.

I’d love to.
Sounds great.

I’m sorry
I’m afraid I can’t
I’d love to but
Sorry. I can’t

I have to
I have got to
I have other plans.Would you like to

(Could / Can) you
come to my 
wedding?

Reported Speech 
Yes, No Questions
“Do you have anything on Monday?” I want to know if you have anything on Monday.
“Does she know the place?” They wonder if she knows the place.
Wh Questions
What is the occasion? He wants to know what the occasion is.
Who is calling? We want to know who is calling.

 
Refuse the following invitations, giving excuses. Then, report them.

1. Caller : Would you like to attend my brother’s wedding?
____________________________________________________________ (Refuse)
____________________________________________________________ (Report)             

2. Caller : Do you think you can come to my house today?
____________________________________________________________ (Refuse)
____________________________________________________________ (Report)

3. Caller : Would you like to have lunch with me today?
____________________________________________________________ (Refuse)
____________________________________________________________ (Report)

4. Caller : Could you come to my party?
____________________________________________________________ (Refuse)
____________________________________________________________ (Report)

5. Caller : Would you like a ride home?
____________________________________________________________ (Refuse)
____________________________________________________________ (Report)

Grammar Summary
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On the phone 4

Listen to two telephone calls and take messages. 

Listening

Choose the correct answer.

1. The person who answers the phone in a company is a / an …………..
 caller
 operator

2. If someone is on the phone, their line is …………..
 busy
 full

3. The telephone piece that you hold in your hand is the …………..
 hand
 receiver

4. You have to ………….. a number to speak to someone on the phone.
 mark
 dial

1 A message for you
To : ...............................
Date : ...........................
Time : ...........................
From : ...........................
Phone : .........................
Message : .....................
......................................
Taken by : .....................

2 A message for you
To : ...............................
Date : ...........................
Time : ...........................
From : ...........................
Phone : .........................
Message : .....................
......................................
Taken by : .....................

Vocabulary

Speaking

In groups : Do the “ Any messages for Me?” activity.
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Unit 15

People saidPeople said
In this unit, you are going to : 

  = report what people said.
  = listen for specific information.
  = read different qoutes.
  = write a paragraph.
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Discussion

- Who are the people in the pictures.
- What was each of them talking about?
- Do we learn from other peoples' experiences?
- Who is our greatest teacher? Can you report some of his sayings?

Conversation

A. Listen and practise.
 Father : Omar! You're still studying! You need to sleep.
              It's getting late.
   Omar : I hope I get full marks. I want to be the best in class.
 Father : Good, but it's not only your marks tha'll make you 
              the best. Prophet Mohammad, peace be upon him, 
              said, "The best amongst you are those who have 
              the best character". 
   Omar : What does that mean?
Yousuf : I know what it means. Our teacher said that people 
              have good manners and qualities are the best.

B. Which of the Prophet's saying do you follow all the time? Why?  

King Faisal Einstein

Helen Keller Niel Armstrong

The upbringing of our youth
was based on three
principles: belief, education
and work.

Life is a daring adventures.

The important thing 
is never to stop
questioning.

That's one small step for
man, one giant leap for
mankind
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People said 1

A. Report the following quotes.
1. "I find that the harder I work, the more luck I seem to have."          Thomas Jefferson
______________________________________________________________________
2. "90% of our worries are about things that will not happen."            Margaret Thatcher
 
______________________________________________________________________
3. "Women have a right to work, whenever they want, as long as they have dinner ready 
     when you get home."                                                                      Laertius Diogenes
______________________________________________________________________
4. "Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else.            Will Rogers
______________________________________________________________________

B. Write down a quote that you think is useful, then report it to your friend.

_____________________________________________________________________

B. Listen again. Tick whether the quotes are reported or direct.

A. Listen to poeple talking about some famous quotations, then match them to their 
     writers.

Grammar

Listening

Reported Speech (2)
Direct statements Reported statements

“I am trying to work hard this week”. He said (that) he was trying to work hard that week.
“We write the correct answer”. They told me (that) they wrote the correct answer.
“She has big dreams”. She told me (that) she had big dreams.

Names Quotes Reported Direct

a. Williams 
   Menninger

1. _____ " I haven't failed, I've just found 10,000 
    ways that didn't work."

b. Thomas 
    Edison

2. _____ " A slip of the foot you may soon recover, 
    but a slip of the tongue you may never get over."

c. Benjamin 
    Franklin

3. _____ " Six essential qualities are the key to 
    success: sincerity, honesty, humility, courtesy, 
    wisdom and charity."
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Unit 15 Les son 2

A. We can learn from quotes, sayings and proverbs about:

forgiveness         wealth         confidence         education         future

success         wisdom         friendship         motivation         happiness

B. Match the words above with the definitions below.

1. ________________ Believe (trust) in oneself or others.

2. ________________ to be rich.

3. ________________ time to come.

4. ________________ show pardon or excuse.

5. ________________ good way of thinking.

6. ________________ nice enjoyable feeling.

7. ________________ getting what you want.

8. ________________ learning.

9. ________________ a moving power that makes a person act.

10. _______________ the quality of being friends. The feeling between two friends.

C. Think of a quote, a proverb, or a saying. Say it to your partner. Ask him/her what 
     it is about.

A. 1- What are quotes?
    2- What do we learn from quotes?

Vocabulary

Reading
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B. Read People Said.

People said ...People said ...
Often we hear people quoting words from a text or a 
speech. These words are a gist of life-long experiences 
and observations of famous, intelligent and wise 
people. They usually teach us important things about 
life. Here are some quotations that can make a 
difference in your life.
"Friendship is one mind in two bodies."

Mencius

"I have not failed, I have just found
 10,000 ways that works."

Thomas Edison

"Have faith and you will triumph"
Muhammad Ali Jinnah

"Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
 Learn as if you were to live forever."

Mahatma Ghandi

"Knowledge is the only wealth that
  can neither be stolen as we use it.

Anonymous

"Lay the foundation of your future today, 
  don't wait tomorrow: it may never come."

Anonymous

"You must look into people, as well as 
 at them."

Lord Chesterfield
"First, learn the meaning of what you 
 say, and then speak."

Epictetus
"The only way to have a friend is to be 
 one."

Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listen."

Jim Hendres
"Time is the most valuable thing a man 
can spend."

Laertius Kiogenes
"When you teach a man, you teach an 
 individual. When you teach a woman, 
 you teach a family."

Van Harest

C. Put the quotations under the following headings. Some quotations can go under
     more than one headings.

Future              Success              Wisdom              Friendship

D. Choose one of the categories and write what you have learned from the quotes 
about it.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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A. Listen and practise.
Student 1 : "Believe you can and you're half way there."
                    This quote is powerful.
Student 2 : It was the title of the lecture I attended last week.
Student 1 : It must've been interesting.
Student 2 : The lecturer said that self-confidence was the most important thing.
Student 1 : I read that confident people are happy about who they are.
Student 2 : Exactly. He also told us that there were things we could do to build 
                   self confidence; do you want to know them?
Student 1 : Sure. What did he say?
Student 2 : He told us not to use "self-killer" phrases.
Student 1 : "Self-killer phrases"!
Student 2 : Yes, such as, "I can't", "I'm stupid" and so on. He also asked us never to give up.
Student 1 : So, believing in yourself is the key to success.

B. How do you invest in yourself?

A. Decide if the following are commands or requests. Write C for command and R 
for Requests. Then, rewrite them in reported speech.
_____ 1. "Could you 'try harder"?
______________________________________________________________________
_____ 2. "Forgive many things in others; nothing in yourself"
______________________________________________________________________
_____ 3. "Could you attend your lecture"?
______________________________________________________________________
_____ 4. "Put your future in good hands-your own."
______________________________________________________________________
_____ 5. "Please, keep quiet."
______________________________________________________________________
_____ 6. "Knock the "t" off the "can't."
______________________________________________________________________

B. In pairs: Report the last two commands or requests that were given by your 
teacher / father / mother to your partner.

Unit 15 Les son 3

Conversation

Reporting commands and request (4)
Direct Commands Reported Commands
“Get rid of self-killer phrases.” He told us to get rid of self-killer phrases.
"Don't use killer phrases." He told us not to use killer phrases.
Direct Requests Reported Requests
"Please, be persistent." He asked us to be persistent.
"Could you tell me more tomorrow"? She wanted me to tell her more the following day.
"Please, don't give up." He asked us not to give up.

Grammar
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Results
What will happen?

Pros
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Cons
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

"To be or not to be" is a famous Shakespearean quote. Adopting this quote, think whether 
you want to be an active or an inactive member of your society.

Option
What should I do?

Your option
__________

Think about
the PROS
and CONS

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Choice
Is this a good thing to do?

Why?

Writing

People said 3
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Plural

A plural is a word that means more than one.
Add s to most words to make them plural but

A. Read the rules above and look at the examples, then give the plurals of the 
following words.

B. Rewrite the following paragraph, changing the nouns into plural.

I always spend one hour on my farm, on which there is a calf, a horse, a pony, and a 
turkey. Last wednesday, I picked a daisy, a poeny, a rose and a mango for my mother 
because she always bakes one loaf of bread and sends it to me.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

If the word ends in

X, ss, s, sh, ch Consonant + y f (e)

a / Add _ es
Change y to i and add

_ es
Change f to v and add

_ (e)s.

1. Box 2. Hatch 3. Boss 4. Watch
5. Leaf 6. Wife 7. Half 8. Thief
9. Potato 10. Tomato 11. Hero 12. Buffalo
13. Fly 14. Family 15. Baby 16. Pony
17. Glass 18. Star 19. Ape 20. Car
21. Story 22. Apple 23. Bus 24. Buzz
25. Half 26. Wolf 27. Life 28. Loaf
29. Month 30. Class 31. Fox 32. Couch

Phonics
Unit 13 Les son 4
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A. Change the reported quotes into direct quotes.
1. He told us not to let life discourage us.

____________________________________________________________________

2. He asked us not to waste our time.
____________________________________________________________________

3. She told us to do what we could with what we had wherever we were.
____________________________________________________________________

4. They told us to deal with other people's faults as gently as we would woth our own.
____________________________________________________________________

5. He asked us to begin each day as if it were on purpose.
____________________________________________________________________

People said 4

Grammar Summary

Reported Speech (3)

“There are many qoutes in the 
 book.” He

said 
told me (that)

there were many qoutes in the 
books.

“My sister wants to become a 
 teacher.” She her sister wanted to become 

a teacher.
“We will learn a lot from the 
 lecture tomorrow.” They they would learn a lot from the 

lecture.

Reporting requests and commands (4)

Reported commands and 
requestsReporting verbsDirect commands and requests / 

subjects

( not ) to repeat the lecture.
Asked usHeRepeat 

the
 lecture?

(Don't)
Could you

told usShe
Please ordered usThey

Time expressions
Direct speech Reported speech
Today That day
Tomorrow The following day
This morning That morning
Next week The following week
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A. Choose a quote. Write it, write who said it, put it in reported speech.

The Quote:
_______________________________________________________
Reported:
_______________________________________________________

Speaking

In groups : Do the “ What did they actually say?” activity.

B. Write a short story around the quote.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

People said 4

Writing
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A. Make polite requests.
1. You are carrying a big box. You want someone to open the door for you.
___________________________________________________________
2. You want your little brother to answer the phone.
___________________________________________________________
3. You want the waiter to bring you the menu.
___________________________________________________________

B. Accept or refuse the following requests.
1. Can I have some coffee, please?
___________________________________________________________
2. Do you mind lending me your book?
___________________________________________________________
3. Would you ming explaining the quote, please?
___________________________________________________________

Think of a dish that you like and write down how to make it. Try to make a drawing 
of your dish in the box or paste a picture.

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Unit 16 Les son 1

Discussion

Writing
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Speaking

A. In groups of 3 : Role play the situation below. Then, exchange roles.

Situation 1 :
= You bought a ______ and you are not satisfied.
= You call to make a complaint.
= No one is available to talk to you.
= The receiver offers to convey the message to the manager.
= Leave a message, giving all the information you think is necessary.
= The manager arrives and the receiver reports the message.

Situation 2 :
= You are the vice principal of a school.
= Call the parents of students in grade IX to tell them about a two - week
    summer camp in Turkey.
= The father is not there to answer your call.
= The older sister answers and offers to convey the message to her father.
= Leave a message with all the details you think are necessary.
= The father gets back home and the sister reports the message.

Revision 1

To : .........................................
Time : .....................................
From : ..................................
Phone : ...................................
Message : ...............................
................................................
................................................
Taken by : ...............................
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A. Look at the pictures. Complete the table.

Name of food Description Cooking method

B. Use the clues below to complete the puzzle. What is the hidden word?
1. To answer a call means to ........
2. To change from one line to another means to ........
3. If you are on the phone, your line is ........
4. The person who makes the call is the ........
5. When you put down the phone, it means you ........ up.
6. The person who answers the phone is the ........

M
1

2

3

4

5

6

In groups : Play " Could you please .......?"

Speaking

Vocabulary

Unit 16 Les son 2
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Listen to the following telephone conversations and write down the messages.

Choose the best reply to the following.
1. Would you mind dropping me home today?

a. Excuse me, but it's very late.
b. No problem. It's on my way.
c. We should go now.

2. I'd like you to attend my graduation ceremony.
a. Good luck.
b. Yes.
c. Sorry I can't.

3. Do you mind calling later?
a. Of course.
b. Sorry. I'm busy.
c. Sure, in a minute.

Revision 2

Language Function

Listening

To : .............................................
Date : .........................................
Time : .........................................
From : ........................................
Phone : ......................................
Message : ..................................
....................................................
Taken by : ..................................

To : .............................................
Date : .........................................
Time : .........................................
From : ........................................
Phone : ......................................
Message : ..................................
....................................................
Taken by : ..................................
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Speaking

1. Give suitable replies to the following invitations.

1. Could you come over tonight?
_____________________________________________________ .
2. Would you like to watch Macbeth at my place?
__________________________________________________ .
3. I'd like you to meet my family.
__________________________________________________________ .

2. Complete the following conversation.

       Maha : Mom, Aunt Sara is on the phone. She wants to speak to you.
     Mother : I can't talk to her now. I'm busy. I'll call her later.
       Maha : Sorry, Mom says ______________________________________________ .
Aunt Sara : No problem, just tell her to make me her delicious cheesecake.
                   I'm having some friends over tonight.
       Maha : Aunt says ___________________________________________________ .
     Mother : I'd love to, but I have to visit your grandmother at the hospital.
        Sara : ___________________________________________________________ .
Aunt Sara : Too bad. What about you Sara? Could you make me one?
        Sara : ___________________________________________________________ .

In groups : Turn to page 115. Each member takes one schedule card and a guest list.

- You want to invite five of your friends to _________________.
- Call each of them to invite them. Give them the day and date.
- If they are free, they will accept put a (      ) next to their names.
- If they are not free they will refuse put an (     ) next to their names.

In turn, when your friends invite you accept or refuse according to your schedule.

Unit 16 Les son 3

Grammar
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______________________________________________________________

The problem
___________________________________________________

The solution I
Chose

Some people do not use the phone wisely. Think of some of the problems that are 
often connected with the misuse of the phone. Choose one, then complete the 
graphic organizer.

Possible Solutions
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Possible Solutions

Possible Solutions______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

What will happen? ValuePros / Cons

This is how the solution could be changed to make it better:
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Revision 3

Writing
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A. Identify the types of reading below.

May 4 - 2003

Dear Reem,
      I really had a great 
time at your house last 
week. Your friends were 
really nice and the food 
was great. I loved your 
chocolate cake. Thank 
you for inviting me.

Waffa Saber

To : Sally          From : Ameera

to my end of year party
On : Thursday June 5
From : 7 to 10

A Message for You
To : Waleed
From : Fadel
Phone : 6061500
Message : The football 
game starts at 7 .. I bought
the tickets

Taken by : Ramsey

"The past cannot be 
changed, the future is 
still in your power."

Hugh White

Money will never make 
you happy and happy 
will never make you 
money.

-Morrie Ryskind

B. Look at the readings above and say if the following sentences are true or false.
1. Ameera's party is on a weekend.
2. Waleed is not interested in football.
3. Reem makes good chocolate cakes.
4. White said that the past was more important than the future.
5. Guests should stay more than three hours at Ameera's house.
6. The football game is free.
7. Morrie believes that money doesn't bring happiness.
8. Reem's party was at Wafaa's house.
9. Fadel has a telephone at home.
10. Wafaa did not accept Reem's invitation.

Role play : Making complaints.
Customers turn to page 117 / Shopkeepers turn to page 119.

Speaking

Unit 16 Les son 4

Reading
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Revision 4

A. What do the following quotations talk about? Match the quotations with the 
topics.

1.       success       _____ a. "Joy sneaks through a door you didn't know you left open."
2.       wealth          _____ b. "Wherever you are, it is your friends who makes your world."
3.       friendship     _____ c. "Remember. There are no mistakes, only lessons."
4.       happiness    _____ d. "The sign on the door to success says, 'PUSH'."
5.       future           _____ e. "If you can count your money, you are not a millionaire."
6.       education     _____ f. "Be nice to people on your way up because you'll meet
                                               them on your way down."

B. Who says these expressions?
1. Sorry, he is not in right now.                                     3. Rino's Pizza. Can I help you?

a. caller                                                                             a. caller
b. receiver                                                                         b. receiver 

2. Good morning. Is this Fresh Dry cleaning?            4. Hello, is this 467 4421?
a. caller                                                                            a. caller
b. receiver                                                                        b. receiver 

Fadel is having lunch with his family. The problem is, he never stops requesting for 
things. Complete the conversation below with suitable expressions.

  Fadel : Ahmad, could you pass me the salt please?
Ahmad : ______________________________________________________________ .
  Fadel : ______________________________________________________________ .
Ahmad : Sure. Here you are.
  Fadel : Uhu Uhu. Water. I'm choking here. Can I have something to drink?
 Naser : ______________________________________________________________ . 
  Fadel : Careful, you spilled the water all over me.
Ahmad : _______________________. Are you Ok now? 
  Fadel : Yes. But I need to dry myself.
 Naser : ______________________________________________________________ .  
  Fadel : I'll get a towel myself. God you can't get any help in this house, can you?

Vocabulary

Language Function
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Unit : 9
Lesson 4
Speaking :
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Unit : 10
Lesson 4
Task Sheet A.

1. You are eating at a restaurant in France. 
You want to ask the chef for ketchup. 
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

2. You are having lunch at a polish 
friend's 
house. You want to plip the baked whole 
fish on it's other side.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

3. You have just enjoyed a good meal at 
a canadian friend's house. You feel like 
burping.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

4. You are at a party in England. You 
have just met a few nice people. You 
want to ask them personal questions 
about their weight and salaries.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

5. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

6. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

7. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

8. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

Usually, family names come first in Japan.

In Colombia, it is considered impolite to 
have anything to eat without offering it to 

other first.

In Argentina, soccer is the most popular 
topic of discussion.

Blowing your nose in public is considered
rude in Japan.

Situation Cards Appropriacy Cards
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Unit : 10
Lesson 4
Task Sheet B.

5. You are going to introduce yourself to 
your Japanese friend's family. You usually 
inroduce guests with their name and then 
their last names.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

6. You're waiting at a doctor's clinic in 
Argentina. You want to ask the person next 
to you about the result of an important 
soccer match.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

7. You are with a group of Columbians. 
You've bought some fruit and you want 
to offer some to the others.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

8. You are on the bus in Tokyo. You have 
the flu and want to blow your nose.
Ask your friend if it is appropriate to do so.

Q : ...........................................................

1. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

2. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

3. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

4. Listen to your friend's question. Look 
at the cultural information in the box and 
respond.

A : ...........................................................

Asking for ketchup in a restaurant, in 
France, means that the food is bad.

Privacy is highly regarded among English
people. It is rude to ask personal questions.

Situation Cards Appropriacy Cards

There is an old tale in Poland that flipping
fish over on a plate will flip over a 

fisherman's boat into the sea.

Burping is considered a sign of thanks in 
Canada.
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Unit : 12
Lesson 1
Speaking
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Newspaper
Article A

Unit : 12
Lesson 2
Speaking

Newspaper
Article A

Imagine you were one of the customers in the restaurant.

'I told him I was a respectable 
person with a job and a mortgage, 
but he said it made no difference'.

Samantha, of Stanwood Road, 
Bicton said: 'I only changed my hair 
to red to brighten up the dull 
January days'.

She was refused service by 
Bill Goose, general manager of the 
restaurant, when she walked in with 
her 19-years-old brother, Timothy.

Mr. Goose said: 'The girl's hair 
was red and very bright. She stuck 
out like a sore thumb among the 
pensioners herein. I asked her po-
litely to leave but she was rude and 
refused to leave.

Restaurant bans
a girl

with red
hair

Restaurant bans
a girl

with red
hair

A pretty girl has been barred from 
a town centre restaurant because 
she dyed her hair red.

Samantha Thomas, 24, was shown 
the door when she popped into the 
Tudor Restaurant in Shrewbury, 
Shropshire. She said yesterday: 'I had
just gone into the restaurant to get 
some lunch. The landlord took one 
look at my hair and said that I must 
leave without being served'.
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Newspaper
Article B

Unit : 12
Lesson 2
Speaking

Newspaper
Article B

Imagine you were a passing motorist.

26-years-old garage mechanic, 
John Smith, which collided with 
a Mini in nearby woodfield.

Mr. Smith, also of Greenfield,
was in a serious condition in 
hospital last night with shot-gun 
injuries to his face and hands,
sustained in the incident at 
breakfast time.

Police said a man arrested 
near the scene, was being held 
at Newton police station where he 
would be charged before appearing 
at Woodfield magistrates court.

WOMAN
WAS SHOT

AFTER CAR
ACCIDENT

WOMAN
WAS SHOT

AFTER CAR
ACCIDENT

A man will appear in court today, 
charged with murdering a woman ,
shot yesterday as she got out of a 
car following a crash.

She was named as Mrs. Debbie 
Clark, 28 of Greenfield near Hull,
a passenger in a Ford, driven by
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Newspaper
Article C

Unit : 12
Lesson 2
Speaking

Newspaper
Article C

Imagine you were one of the customers in the restaurant.

The cleaners spent three 
hours in the jammed lift before 
the husband of one reported 
them missing.

Detectives raced to the 
National branch in Woodstock, 
fearing the women had been 
tied up by real raiders. 

Bank manager, Tom Davies 
said: 'Very sensibly, the ladies 
had bolted the door from the
inside when the staff went home, 
but it meant we couldn't use our 
keys to get in and free them. We're 
only grateful that one of their 
husbands phoned the police. 
No one could hear them 
shouting for help'.

Ladies
stranded

in lift

Ladies
stranded

in lift
Police raided a high Street

bank yesterday ...... to free four 
Mrs. Mopps trapped in a lift.

The officers and firemen had
to smash a window and break in 
because the stranded ladies had 
locked the door.

And afterwards, one police man 
said: 'We've never been called on 
to raid a bank before, but there 
was no alternative. The ladies 
were very glad to see us. They 
were desperate to go to the toilet'. 
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Unit : 12
Lesson 3
Speaking

Stand close when talking to in an
 American.

Have a direct eye contact at all times 
while talking in Korea.

Wait until everyone at the table has 
been served before you begin to 

eat in England.

Stroke an imaginary beard while the 
other person is talking in Austria.

Give out your first name to introduce
yourself in Japan.

Have a direct eye contact at all times 
while talking in America.

Maintain an eye contact at all times while 
talking in Japan.

Call out someone's name in public in 
Guatemala.

Send a thank you note to the host after 
a dinner invitation in England

Close your eyes and nod your head up 
and down slightly as the other person 

is talking in Japan.

Greet an English by rubbing noses.

Offer a gift of flowers, candy or fruit to
the host when invited to a meal in India.

Make a slight bow when introducing 
yourself for the first time to a Japanese.

Tip in Restaurants in Bolivia.

Arrive in time for scheduled events in 
Bolivia.

Say "NO" to an invitation in India.

Bring gifts for the host in Afghanistan.

Use the O.K GESTURE to express 
everything is okay in France

Behavior Cards
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Unit : 12
Lesson 3
Speaking

Americans stand 24-30" apart.

Direct eye contact is considered 
impolite and even rude in Korea.

In England, guests usually wait until 
everyone at their table has been served 

before they begin to eat.

In Austria, stroking an imaginary beard 
signifies someone's comment is

tiresome or boring

In Japan, closing your eyes and nodding 
your head, as the other person is talking, 

indicates attentiveness and respect.

The American look directly into the eyes 
to do otherwise is considered rude or a 

sign of weakness.

Japanese avoid direct eye contact as it is 
considered impolite.

Don't call out someone's name in public! 
Instead, make a short hissing sound to 
get someone's attention in Guatemala.

It's appropriate to send a thank-you note 
to the host after a dinner invitation in 

England.

In Japan, do not give out your first name unless
invited to do so. The proper way to introduce your-

self would be to give them your last name only.

Eskimos greet one another by rubbing 
noses.

When invited to a meal in India, guests 
should offer a gift of flowers, candy or

fruit to their host.

The Japanese slightly bow when 
greeting  one another.

In Bolivia, the tip is usually included, but 
leaving a little extra is considered polite.

In Bolivia, scheduled events begin late 
since arriving on time is not expected.

Indians are often too polite to say "NO" 
to an invitation. More likely say "I'll try."

Afghani guests do not bring gifts.

The O.K GESTURE, in France 
means zero.

Explanation Cards
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Unit : 13
Lesson 4

Student A
Nutritionist cards

Mahir's daily diet
Morning
2 cups of tea with sugar
4 slices of toast
Afternoon
1 cup of tea with sugar
1 sandwich
Evening
1 hamburger with chips
2 chocolate bars
2 cans of cola
2 cups of coffee (with sugar)
1 packet of chips
1 cup of tea with sugar

Ron's daily diet
Morning
1 large cup of white coffee with a little honey
2 small slices of toast with margarine and honey
1 large cup of tea with no sugar
Afternoon
Chips and peas
A slice of cake
2 large cups of tea
Evening
A salad of peas, celery, carrot and cabbage
4 slices of brown bread with margarine
Some milk pudding
2 small apple pies
1 large cup of coffee

Name : Marwa

Age: 15

Height : 162

Weight : 82

Health problem :
Over weight
High cholesterol

Name : Reem

Age: 25

Height : 170

Weight : 52

Health problem :
Under weight
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Unit : 13
Lesson 4

Student B
Nutritionist cards

Marwa's daily diet
Morning
1 cup of tea with sugar
2 slices of brown bread with butter jam
Afternoon
Potato with margarine
A large salad of lettuce, cucumber, spring 
onion
Some apple pie custard
2 cans of pepsi
10 pieces of chocolate
2 pieces Baglawa
Evening
1 glass of orange juice
1 piece of fried fish
1 small tomato omelet
2 slices of white bread with cheese
1 cup of Arabian coffee
1 chocolate biscuit
2 cans of pepsi

Reem's daily diet
Morning
3 glasses of mineral water
1 glass of carrot juice
1 glass of apple juice
1 banana
1 peach
Half a cup of white coffee
1 thin slice of brown bread
1 cup of tea
Some grapes
Afternoon
Nothing
Evening
1 piece of white fish
Some stuffed cabbage
1 tomato
1 small packet of nuts
12 olives

Name : Ron

Age: 73

Height : 170

Weight : 75

Health problem :
High cholesterol
High blood pressure

Name : Mahir

Age: 23

Height : 167.5

Weight : 68

Health problem :
Diabetes
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Unit : 14
Lesson 4

Caller Role Cards

Mark/ Martha : You are at Harold's 
Department Store. There is a sale at 
Harold's Department Store. You want 
to call your friends and invite them.
Your number is 017-432-7283.

Your friend's are :
Tom/ Anita : a friend from high school.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : a team-mate from 
                               soccer.
Minsu/ Ling : a co-worker.
Tomoko/ Annie : a classmate from 
                             university.
Fred/ Frieda : an old roommate.
Archie/ Yeen : a friend from middle school.
Dines/ Diana : a buddy from the army.

Lorenzo/ Sophie : You are at the park.
There is a soccer game on Saturday. You 
want to call your friends and invite them.
Your number is 714-312-6543.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a team-mate from soccer.
Tom/ Anita : a buddy from the army.
Minsu/ Ling : a classmate from university.
Tomoko/ Annie : a co-worker.
Fred/ Frieda : a friend from high school.
Archie/ Yeen : an old roommate.
Dinesh/ Diana : a friend from middle 
                           school.

Tom/ Anita : You are downtown. There is 
a film festival tomorrow. You want to call
your friends and invite them. 
Your number is 215-728-3452.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a friend from high school.
Lorenzo Sophie : a buddy from the army.
Minsu/ Ling : a friend from middle school.
Tomoko/ Annie : an old roommate.
Fred/ Frieda : a team-mate from 
                        volleyball. 
Archie/ Yeen : a co-worker. 
Dines/ Diana : a classmate from              
                         university. 

Minsu/ Ling : You are at the gym. There 
is a play on Friday night. You want to call 
your friends and invite them.
Your number is 011-328-3498.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a co-worker.
Tom/ Anita : a friend from middle school.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : a classmate from 
                                university.
Tomoko/ Annie : a team-mate from 
                              volleyball.
Fred/ Frieda : a buddy from the army.
Archie/ Yeen : a friend from high school.
Dinesh/ Diana : an old roommate.
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Tomoko/ Annie : You are at the college. 
There is a protest for the environment 
tomorrow morning. You want to call your 
friends and invite them.
Your number is 215-221-3949.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a classmate from 
                         university.
Tom/ Anita : an old roommate.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : a co-worker.
Minsu/ Ling : a team-mate from hockey.
Fred/ Frieda : a friend from middle 
                        school.
Archie/ Yeen : a buddy from the army.
Dines/ Diana : a friend from high school.

Archie/ Yeen : You are at the grocery 
store. There is a party tonight. You want 
to call your friends and invite them.
Your number is 019-383-3945.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a friend from middle 
                         school.
Tom/ Anita : a co-worker.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : an old roommate.
Minsu/ Ling : a friend from high school.
Tomoko/ Annie : a buddy from the army.
Fred/ Frieda : a classmate from 
                        university.
Dinesh/ Diana : a team-mate from 
                           baseball.

Fred/ Frieda : You are downtown. There 
is a film festival on Sunday. You want to
call your friends and invite them. 
Your number is 714-465-1122.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : an old roommate.
Tom/ Anita : a team-mate from volleyball.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : a friend from high 
                               school.
Minsu/ Ling : a buddy from the army.
Tomoko/ Annie : a friend from middle   
                             school. 
Archie/ Yeen : a classmate from 
                         university. 
Dines/ Diana : a co-worker.

Dinesh/ Diana : You are at the library. 
There is a dinner meeting on Friday night.
You want to call your friends and invite 
them.
Your number is 604-277-2753.

Your friend's are :
Mark/ Martha : a buddy from the army.
Tom/ Anita : a classmate from university.
Lorenzo/ Sophie : a friend from middle 
                                school.
Minsu/ Ling : an old roommate.
Tomoko/ Annie : a friend from high 
                             school.
Fred/ Frieda : a co-worker.
Archie/ Yeen : a team-mate from baseball.
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Unit : 14
Lesson 4

" Be Back Soon Notes "
Give one note to each receiver. When people call, asking for the person who wrote the 
note, the roommate will convey the information in the note to the caller.

I'm going to the 
college to talk my 
professor. 
Be back at 2:00.

Tomoko/ Annie

I'm going to the gym 
to work out. 
Be back at 2:30.

Minsu/ Ling

I'm going Harold's 
Department store to 
buy some pants. 
Be back at 3:00.

Mark/ Martha

I'm going downtown
to have lunch. 
Be back at 4:00.

Fred/ Frieda

I'm going to the 
library to study. 
Be back at 6:00.

Dinesh/ Diana

I'm going downtown
for a job interview. 
Be back at 3:30.

Tom/ Anita

I'm going to the park 
to meet some friends.
Be back at 4:00.

Lorenzo/ Sophie

I'm going to the store 
to pick up groceries. 
Be back at 5:00.

Archie/ Yeen
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Unit : 15
Lesson 2

Some caused happiness wherever they went, others whenever they went.
Answer :

The best and most beautiful things can not be seen or ever 
touched. They must be felt with the heart. 

The weak could never forgive. Forgiveness was the attitude of the strong.
Answer :

Some cause happiness  wherever they go, others 
whenever they go

Nothing in life was to be feared. It was only to be understood.
Answer :

Education is the best provision for old age.

He dreamt of Africa which was in peace with itself.
Answer :

I believe in the religion of Islam. I believe in Allah and 
peace.

Education was the best provision for old age.
Answer :

The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attitude
of the strong.

The best and most beautiful things could not be seen or ever touched
They ought to be felt with the heart.
Answer :

Nothing in life is to be feared. It is only to be understood.

He believed in the religion of Islam. He believed in Allah and peace.
Answer :

I dream of Africa which is in peace with itself.
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Unit : 16
Lesson 2
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Unit : 16
Lesson 2
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To : .............................................
Date : .........................................
Time : .........................................
From : ........................................
Phone : ......................................
Message : ..................................
....................................................
Taken by : ..................................
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Unit : 16
Lesson 3

Guests List

Tuesday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Sunday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Wednesday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Thursday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Saturday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Monday
Name : _____
___________
___________
___________
___________

Schedule Cards
Saturday Saturday

writing 
an essay

Saturday Saturday

English
lesson

Saturday Saturday

classes

Sunday Sunday Sunday

Math test

Sunday

lecture

Sunday

doctor's
appointment

Sunday

Monday

geography
Test

Monday Monday

football
match

Monday

Study

Monday Monday

Tuesday Tuesday Tuesday

visiting
grandpa

Tuesday Tuesday Tuesday

lunch

Wednesday

repair a 
car

Wednesday

meeting 
a friend

Wednesday Wednesday Wednesday

family dinner
party

Wednesday

Thursday

family 
gathering

Thursday

go 
fishing

Thursday
dinner at
uncle's
house

Thursday Thursday

sister's
wedding

Thursday
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Unit : 16
Lesson 4

Student A Customers

You are the customer. Go from store to store and complain politely about the 
following items.

After you finish all yours complaints, play the role of a shopkeeper.
Customers will come to your store. Be polite and be as helpful as possible. When 
there are no more customers, close your store.

Printer

Pizza

Tape recorder

Watch

Text not clear

Cold

Doesn't record

Gains a minute every day

SR 1000

SR 40

SR 150

SR 200
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Student B Shopkeepers

You are a shopkeepers. Wait for costumers to come to you into your store. Be polite 
to teach customer, and try to be as helpful as possible. When there are no more 
customers, close your store and follow the instructions, given below.

Play the role of a customer. Go from store to store and complain politely about the 
following items.

Chicken Burger

Blender

T.V set

Mobile

Beef Burger instead

Too much noise

Color too bright

Battery doesn't last long

SR 15

SR 120

SR 2000

SR 500
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Words / Language Functions

Unit : 9 'Inventions'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

Appliances
blender
cell phone
copies
copy board
cord
button
device
glass
inventions
iron
kettle
leather
material
metal
plastic
power switch
rubber
shape
summary
tool
type
wheel chain
wheel chair

fill
flash
insert
invent
look like
lower
press
push
start
summarize

curved 
large
least
oval
rectangular
round
square

Functions and Expressions

Asking about how
something works:
- How can I ......?
- By ...... the ....

Giving Instruction
- First, ...............
- Then, ...............
- Next, ...............
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Unit : 10 'Cultures'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

appropriateness
bride
celebration
child naming
congratulations
cultures
customs
dinner party
fasting
festival 
funeral
gift 
greetinggroom
guest
host
illness
obligation
occasion
wedding

Celebrate
greet

appropriate
central
foreign
friendly
modest
northern
southern
western

Functions and Expressions

Defining Customs:
- What's .........................?
  It's ...............                ........... .           

Asking about appropriateness and
expressing obligations:
- Is it okay to ..........?
- Yes, I'm sure it would be fine.
- Would I have to ..........?
   Yes, I think you                       should.

- Would it be okay ..........?
  No, you ( probably, definetly ) should't.

where
when
which
who

definitely
probably
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Unit : 11 'Stories'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

adventure
author
back cover
book cover
boring
character
detective
event
front cover
horror
illustration
novel
price
review
science fiction
title.

narrate
prefer

exciting
favourite
interesting
mystery
sad
scary
silly
true

Functions and Expressions

Asking about past events:
- What were you doing
   when ......?
I was...............

- Were you / Was he .....?
Yes, I was ..........  
Yes, we were.  
Yes, he was.  

Narrating a story:
One day, ......
When ......
Once, there was ...... 
       

Reacting to a story:
What happened next?
That's bad.
How awful!
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Unit : 13 'Food'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

bran
ingredients
snack

bake
beat
boil
chop
fry
grill
mix
pour
set (table)
steam
stir

delicious
fatty
greasy
rich
salty
spicy
steamed

Functions and Expressions

Making requests:
- Would you mind ..........?
- Could you / I ...........?
- Would you ..........? 

Making Complaints:
- I'm sorry to bother you 
  but ...........
- I hate to have to tell you 
  this, but ..........
- Excuse me, but ..........
  I'm afraid, ......        

Accepting:
- Sure.
- Of course.
- No problem.
- definitely.

Accepting:
- I'm awful sorry.
- I'm sorry, I didn't realize .........
- Sorry.
- I'm sorry to hear that.

Refusing:
- Sorry, I can't ..........
- I'm sorry, but ..........
- I'd like to do, but ..........
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Unit : 14 'On the Phone'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

caller
hand set
invitation
message
receiver
reply
reservation

accept
dial
get through
hang up
hold
invite
look forward
place (an order)
refuse
register
ring
transfer

busy

Functions and Expressions

Making Invitations:
- Would you like to .........
- Could you ..........
I'd like you to ......... 

Reporting Messages:
- Any messages for me?
Yes, ........ called. He says ........       

Taking and leaving messages:
- Can I take a message?
- Would you like to leave a message?
Yes, could you tell ....................

Reporting questions:
- He wants to know if / whether .........
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Unit : 15 'People Said'

Nouns Verbs Adjectives

belief
command
confidence
experience
forgiveness
motivation
proverb
quotes
request
sayings
step
success
wealth
wisdom

report

Functions and Expressions

Reporting Requests and commands:
- .......... asked / told me to .........
- .......... wanted me to .........
- .......... asked / told me not to .........
- .......... said not to .........  

Reporting Statements:
- .......... said (that) .........  
- .......... told (that) .........  
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Irregular Verbs

Present
(be) am/is/are
buy
come
cut
drive
fall
feel
get
give
grow
hear
keep
lose
put
quit

Past
was/were
bought
came
cut
drove
fell
felt
got
gave
brew
heard
kept
lost
put
quit

Participle
been
bought
come
cut
driven
fallen
felt
forgot
give
grown
heard
kept
lost
put
quit

Present
read
ride
run
sell
set
sit
sleep
speak
spend
take
teach
tell
think
wear
write

Past
read
rode
ran
sold
set
sat
slept
spoke
spent
took
taught
told
thought
wore
wrote

Participle
read
ridden
run
sold
set
sat
slept
spoken
spent
taken
taught
told
thought
worn
written

Pronunciation of Regular Past Forms

with /d/
studied
stayed

with /t/
worked
watched

with /id/
invited
visited
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Spelling rules

B Comparatives

1. Most words, just add -er and -est.

long
cold
fast

2. Most words with silent -e, add -r and -st.

wide
late
white

3. Some words double the last letter.

big
fat
hot
sad

4. Words with -y, change to -ier and -iest.

happy
noisy
thirsty
windy

longer than       
colder than      
faster than 
       

wider than
later than
whiter than

bigger than
fatter    than
hotter  than 
sadder than 

happier than
noisier than
thirstier than
windier than

the longest
the coldest
the fastest 
       

the widest
thew latest
the whitest

the biggest
the fattest
the hottest
the saddest 

the happiest
the noisiest
the thirstiest
the windiest

A Plural nouns

1. Most words just add-s.
1 pen
1 apple
1 room

2. Words with -s, -ch, -sh, and -x, 
add -es.
1 box
1 bus
1 sandwich
1 crash

3. Words with -o, add -es.
1 potato
1 tomato

4. Words with -y, change to -ies.
1 family
1 library
1 story

5. Words with -f, change to -ves.
1 knife
1 wife

6. These words have no -s.
1 child
1 man
1 foot

2
2
10 
       

2
2
10
4

20
10

2
8
9

6
2

2
10
20

pens
apples
rooms 
       

boxes
buses
sandwiches
crashes

potatoes
tomatoes

families
libraries
stories

knivse
wives

children
men
feet
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eats
arrives

flies
studies
worries

teaches
crossess
finishes

C Verbs

Adding -s Adding -ed Adding -ing

1. Most words, just add -s.

eat
arrive

1. Most words, just add -ed.

clean
repeat

1. Most words, just add -ing.

laugh
drink

2. Words with -y, change to 
-ies.

fly
study
worry

2. Words with silent -e, add -d.

smile
revise
use

2. Words with silent -e, take 
off the e, and add, -ing.

take
score
change

3. Words with -ch, -ss, and 
sh, add -es.

teach
cross
finish

3. Words with -y, change to 
-ied.

carry
study
worry

3. Some words double the 
last letter.

sit
swim
stop

4. Some words double the 
last letter.

stop 
travel

D Adverbs

1. Most words, just add -ly.                          2. Words with -y, take off the -y and add -ily.

quick
safe
slow

quickly
safely
slowly

happy
heavy
hungry
thirsty

happily
heavily
hungrily
thirstily

cleaned
repeated

smiled
revised
used

carried
studied
worried

stopped
travelled

laughting
drinking

taking
scoring
changing

sitting
swimming
stopping
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